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Elder G i lbert Patterson,
minister of Holy Temple,
Church of God in Christ re-
vealed a plan that will push,
for an intensification of INDIA'
radio station boycott. The
boycott will be against WDIA
Advisers and the Goodwill
Revue.
A paper released by the or- 1
gatization backing Rev. Pat-
terson, stated, that "1.) The
Negro Community is sick and
tired of Bert Ferguson editori-
als that insult our intelligence.
2) Tired of WDIA making
clowns of our professors. 3)
Tired of programs designed to
make Negroes argue and bick-
er with each other over the
air. 4) Tired of poor working
conditions and lack of promo-
tions for WCSIA Negro em-
ployees and 5) . . . Tired of
insults to our ministers and
WDIA pressure to get them
off the air because they do not
follow Bert Ferguson dictates."
A letter was sent to the
A
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Demonstrators Barricade LeMoyne-Owen
'Elder Patterson Intensifies WD I A Boycott
a 
By WHITTIER SENGSTACKE JR.Ma
stars of the Goodwill Revue,
which included, The Impres-
sions, Mary ,Wells, Albert
'King, the Soul Children, King
Curtis and the Kingpins, the
Five Stair Steps and Cubie
Gene Bowlegs Miller, and
Jimmy Hughes.
In the letter Alder Patterson
said, "We are presently en-
gaged in a boycott of Radio
Station WDIA and its Goodwill
Revue We feel
too long, the management of
WDIA has exploited the black'
community."
The letter continued, "Meet-
ings with Bert Ferguson and
his staff have failed to bring
desired results so we must
picket WDIA, the Goodwill
Revue and all of its suppor-
ters."
In conclusion, Rev. Patterson
stated, "In the name of Free-
dom and Justice for black
people everywhere, we re-
spectively ask you not to ap-
pear or cause others to ap-
Foote Homes Team
Wins A City Title
pear on the Goodwill Revue,"
"Operation Boycott WDIA
Goodwill Revue" has a four
,point plan. 1) Don't attend
the Goodwill Revue. 2) Don't
patronize any business that
sell Goodwill Revue tickets 3)
Don't deal with any firm who
promotes the Goodwill Revue.
4) . . . Boycott records and fu-
ture appearances of artists who
appear on the Goodwill Revue."
Members al the Steering
Committee of "Operation Boy-
cott WDIA" are Citizens for
Good Government Mrs. Thom-
as C. Mathews, President;
Black Knights, Incorporated,
Warren L e w is, President;
IBlack United Front, Lance
' (Sweet Willie Wine) Watson;
The Invaders, Asst. Chairman
Louis Lock Welch, Roy Turks,
Public Relation Mgr.; Minis-
ters and Laemen Committee
0. W. Pickett, Chairman; Ac-
tion Consolidated, Coordinator,
Mrs. Cornilia M. Crenshaw
and Rev. Ezekiel Bell, Chair-
man of Picketing Activities.
The Police Youth Program's Operating the scoreboard
two leading touch football and time outs was Patrolman
B. H.  Rogers and Detectiveteams, Foote Homes and 
R. H. Ferguson.
Dixie Homes, clashed for the The game ss as well fought
city title last Saturday after- all of the way with Foote
Moon at Fairgrounds Stadium, Homes stepping the Dixie
and winning the game 12-0 was Home team three times at
the goal line. The game ended
Foote Homes. 12-0 in favor of Foote Homes,
The Police Youth Program On hand to present trophies
is sponsored by the Communi- to the winning teams were
ty Relations Bureau of the Assistant Chief W. E. Routt
and Lt. R. J. Turner, directorMemphis Police Department,
of the Community Relations
and the Touch Football League
Bureau.is one of the many projects
carried out during the year.
Its major objective is to 
PA
A •irman Graduateswork closely with the young 
people of the city and to build A 
t Keesler AFBbetter lines of communication A
between police and youth.
BILOXI, Miss. — Airman
Dixie Homes, winner of the Currie C. Wright, son of Mr.
Blue Division League, faced and Mrs. Willie E. Wright of
Foote Homes, winner of the 1365 Enisten, Memphis, has
Gold Division. been graduated at Keesler
The two teams played last AFB, Miss., from the training
year, and that game was won course for U.S. Air Force per-64) by the Dixie Homes team. sonnet specialists.
Serving as referees for the Airman Wright, a 1965 grad-
game were Capt. D. T. Ash- uate of Hamilton High School,
more, Patrolmen P. R. Burk- is being assigned to Carswell
halter and C. R. Creamer. IMAFB, Tex., for duty.
charge of the down marker' The airman attended Mem-
chains was U. Thomas Mar-lphis State University a n d
shall. 'Tennessee State University.
TROPHIES FOR ALL —
Foote Homes and Dixie
Homes Touch Football
teams met at Fairgrounds
Stadium to play for the city
title, and trophies present-
ed at the end of the game
were so handsome that
both sides managed to flash
wide grins. From left are
STUDENT DEMONSTRA-
TION — While members
of the faculty and staff of
LeMoyne-Owen Colle ge
met in the Hollis Price Li-
brary last Monday to dis-
cuss and settle a list of
grievances outlined by the
Student Council, a group of
students barricaded doors
to the Brownlee Hall ad-
ministration building, and
Rape -Murder Church Women Un
Conviction Will Hear Legislator By Calls From
are seen here blocking the
doors to the registrar and
dean's offices. They were
joined by Memphis State
students. (Continental Pho-
tographers).
Is Reversed
ited Taylor Swamped
Church Women United of „„Jesse Garner, nominations
Memphis and Shelby Countylchairman. They are Mrs. David The
will conduct their Annual Meet-S. Cunningham. chairman oft
The State Court of Criminal ing tecember at Ben Lear Cita-Ecumenical Development; Mrs.'
Appeals has reversed the' del of The Salvation Army, 672 James Green, chairman of
murder conviction of a Nash- Alabama, at 10:00 a.m. Ecumenical Action: and Mrs.
ville youth sentenced to 99 A noted speaker, Dr. Dorothy Sam Crowder, chairman of En-
yearsa Fisk University coed. :Wves s localministers
Services. for the rape-murder of Brown, a Nashville surgeon and &Wing
state legislator, will make the i 
The court remanded the address. In keeping with the'rePresefltativeg of member
case of Willie H. Clark, Jr.,,commemoration of Human communions will be honored
inal Court for a new trial, 
guests at Monday's meeting.
The Annual Feast Table Buf-
to the Davidson County Crun.!Rights observance, Dr. Brown
Clark was convicted in
will speak on the subject,
"Come Let Us Reason Together fet Luncheon, under direction of
February and sentenced in 
theAb°ut 
The Crisis In Our Time." Mrs. Joe Hardesty, will con-
slaying of 32 year-old Miss Dr. Brown is currently 
elude the day's activities.
Dolores Scott, a Fisk graduateiClinical Professor at Nash-'
The appellate court ruled 
the lower court erred in in- 
ville's Riverside Hospital. A
the jury to rule on
'Fellow of the American College
structing 
,
the defendant's sanity at the 
of Surgeons, she has been
instead of at 
honored as "Outstanding Worn-
time of the trial,  
the slaying. 
by Business and Profes-
the time of
Judge Charles Galbreath also 
sional Women's Club in 1965,
r 
Frontiers International in 1967,
uled Clark's confession should 
presented to the and 
Nashville's Junior Cham-
not have been  
ber of Commerce in 1968.
jury because Clark was sub- jected to laws relative program of Christmas songs —
lastic Choir will present a
to ju- 
The Christian Brothers Scho-
senile procedure. Clark was folk style under the direction of-16 at the time of the slaying.
The criminal court jury rul- BrTohtheerAnDooaaviidmeSeietib:grto.f Church
us
ed Clark was sane and was Women United is a program
guilty in the rape and brutal highlight of the year. Officers'
knifing of Miss Scott in a reports of their projects and
chemistry laboratoryp at Fisk.!work in the field of ecumeni-
Clark had been ruled i 'city will be 
received.
New chairman taking office
iin 19110 will be installed by Mrs.Sae Page 2
Police Li. R J. Turner,
head of Community Reis
flora Bureau; Alvin lisr
rington, holding Dixie
Homes' trophy Asst. P0-
lice Chief W. F. Reatt, bold.
mg Foote Homes' winniag
trophy; and Grady Harris,
quarterback for Foote
Domes team. Foote Homes
won 12-0.
came the seventy-fifth homi-
cide victim of the year. His
death also moved the number.
opposed in the coming electioans 
cum stances to 10 above 
the. of slayings under such cm-
The Willing Workers Social Mrs. Mary Hohenberg 
w
number recorded at the sameClub will hold its regulari nominated as treasurer for the' period in 1967.
meeting at the home of Mrs.,branch by the committee.
John Donelson of 1024 Alaska,' Others nominated and unop-
!posed are Leroy Clark, first
DernIt willbtle the club's last •srice president; Dr. Vasco A.
I mTeehteingclufobr willth e 
year.alalso 
Smith, second vice president;
present a and Mrs. Lorene Thomas, sec- Mrs. Lucille Jones, 41, de-
Granny party and BaskeL retaerly. 
be
. scribed as his corn mon-law
Raffle at the Donelson's home 
R
Bell has en active in wife, and charged her with the
the NAACP's Ghetto Develop-murder.
Naroev.req30ue 1968 Asted bell 
members
. ment Projects here. He will auc-1 Capt. R. A. Cochran, head
Mrs. Clara Dailey is the ceed Jesse H. Turner, banking 'of the Homicide Division, said
club's president. The secretary executive and certified public' the slaying was the result of
is Mrs. Maggie Lott and Mrs. accountant who did not seek re-I saenssaiorngument during a drinking
Martha Boyd is the reporter. election
seven times in the back and,
Mr. Woods had been stabbed
right side with a butcher knife.
He was taken to John Gaston
1Hospital in a Fire Department
' ambulance and pronounced
dead at 12:47 a.m., Saturday.
An autopsy will be perform-
fender. While in college, Mr.' ed to "ter. mir his death
Harris was a member of the
Town Hall Association, and the, Ts u Tigers TElection Commission. ie 13-13
for the Sonderling station, 
the 
Newman
He is Edward J. Harris, a 23- utive
He also served as president of I
EditorofCthhieb onanidverEsixtyec,s
year-old native of Milwaukee. newspaper. 
-
W.th S
Mr. Harris, who for three years "We are fortunate indeed in
finding an individual of Mr. By EARL CLANTON III Second quarter defense scorHarris' talents for our news
tch
department," said Bert Fergu- SAN DIEGO. Calif. —A fireded Coach John A. Merritt's two 
cu downs and San Diego'sson, executive vice president ,up Tennessee State University'
-
A 48-year-old man was stab- caused by a stabbingbed to death last Friday nightDR. DOROTHY BROWN 1r Rev. Ezekiel Bell, pastor of, or whether he bled to
Club To Hold
Parkway Gardens Presbyterian at 3907 Barron st., and be-
Church has been nominated for
president of the Memphis
Granny Party Branch of the NAACP and is un-
Edward Harris Joins
WDIA News Dept.
One of Memphis' young news-
men has joined the broadcast
news staff of WDIA Radio, it
was announced by A C. Wil-
liams, public relations director
waN
blow
death.
In a shoot ng last Friday
night at 1254 N. Bellevue,
Nathaniel Lipford, 23, of 1232
Argyle, was wounded in the
right leg and left arm during
a shooting in the D&J Lounge
shortly after 9.
Police said Mr. Lipford or-
dered some beer, and whenit was served him by Mrs.
Doris Jean Titus, 32, of 1015N. Seventh St., Apt. 4, he toldher he did not have enough mo-
ney to pay for it.
Mrs. Titus took the beer
away and ordered him to
leave the cafe.
Mr. Liprford left the cafe,
stood outside for a few min-
utes, and was re-entering when
Mrs. Titus began shooting at
him.
Of the three shots that were
fired, two struck Mr. Lipford.
Mrs. Titus was scheduled to
appear in Cite Court on Mon-
day on charges of assault to
murder and carrying a pistol.
Unemployed
James I. T;eylor. state repre-
sentative-elect from District
Five, said the local employment
program for Black people is
"off-balance."
He said that he based that
conclusion on the number of
telephone calls he received re-
garding employment following
his participation on the WDIA
Tr -Lounge last Sunday night.
"My telephone kept ringing
Sunday night and all day Mon-
day," Mr. Taylor reported.
"I plan to do something to get
this bad situation relieved," he
said. Mr. Taylor represents
one of the lowest income groups
in Shelby County.
He said all of his constituents
should make plans to attend a
meeting on Tuesday night, Dec.
10, in the Tree of Life Baptist
Church at 407 E. McLemore at
7:30, when a legislative advis-
ory committee will be appoint-
ed.
Administration Seeks
To Settle Grievances
manner.
Some moral support came
from a few members of the In-
vaders and Students for a De-
mocratic Society.
the school's administration Last week the students be-
building. gan boycotting all campus
The protest began last facilities that required money
Wednesday when a group of,— vending machines, the cafe-
student leaders drew up a listIteria, even the pay telephones.
of 19 grievances which include This apparently brought about
ed: a meeting of the students
• The use of facilities at all and the school's president.
times The meeting ended in a dead-
lock, said one of the leaders.A black curriculum
Another meeting was called
• Alloted time for class meet- for Monday of this week.
Many of the students became
upset because the president
chose only a few of the stu-
dents to sit in on the meeting.
One professor said that the
administration felt that most
of the demands were fair de-
mands. At press time several
Since the Monday night sit- of the students' grievances
in, more demands have beenuccording to an administrative
asked of the administration, officer had been met.
A circular being distributedI Donnell Cobbins, presidentin the LeMoyne-Owen area of the Student Counci, told
said, "The students across the reporters last week that the
country are moving in thisj students had not intended
same direction, so why not at' that internal matters they
LeMoyne-Owen. Dr. (Hollis)!were seeking to have solved
Price says the black kids of, on campus should be aired in
LeMoyne Gardens are too dire the news media, and that
ty to swim in the pool at the
!college. The students say they
want the kids to use the pool.
Hollis Price Library on Mon-The students are charged
, high tuition fees and have W 
 
 acu ty and staff
voted to open what has beengo to class in a garage-type
designated as faculty dining, building.
Originally, the leaders claim- room and lounge, but not used
ed to have the by them, to students; to re-
open the student lounge in
Brownlee Hall; to abolish
Some of the students corn- 
senior comprehensives as re-
quirements for degrees; andplained of the lack of heath to have Mrs. Dorothy Harrisfacilities. "We're fighting for 
---, conduct a study of food pricessomething we believe in,' on other college campuses andsaid one co-ed clad in white__ bring back reports,jeans, sneakers and sporting a As to the demand for "morewell-groomed natural hairdo. black curriculum," Dr. PriceMany of the students indi- said a team will be going tocated that they had the "half- Atlanta to work that out inhearted support of a majori- 
conjunction with the collegesty of the faculty. One profes- in Atlanta. Negro history andsor said, "We have faith that literature is already taught,the students will do the right but the students want suchthing." 
I courses as black art, music
and politics included.
LeM o y ne-O w e n athletes
live in what was the old Ter-
rell Nursing Home on Williams
st., and a vote was taken to
mprove those facilities.
Several students attending proceed to jail in an orderly
LeMoyne-Owen College cli-
maxed their week long pro-
test against the college ad-
ministration by barricading
themselves in Brownlee Hall
lugs
• More campus police
• Lowering of tuition
• Improved faeffities
* No required assemblies
• Revision of the exchange
program
* Cheaper prices
per cent of the 700 students
at the college.
A senior who appeared to
be the spokesman insisted that
violence would not be tolerat-
ed, and instructed the group
that if police disturbed their,
sit-in not to resist arrest and i
outsiders were not welcome
into the dispute.
At the meeting held in the
day,thef 1
Rev. Bell Will Stabbing Victim 75th
Head Local IMurder
 Of The YearNAACP Branch
has worked as a reporter, photo
grapher, copy editor and lay-
out man for Tri State Defender,
attended Father Bertrand High 
and general manager oSchool and was graduated from .
' Manassas High School in Mem- "With his assistance, we will
phis. continue in our efforts to create
He received his bachelor of for our listeners the most if'
science degree in poli t i c a 1, ficient and objective broad-
science at Tennessee State Uni-least news organization in the
Iversity, before joining the De-community," he added.
Police found George Woods,
who lived at that address,
lying on the porch after an-
swering a call, and arrested
an Diego Aztecs
defensive eleven fought an up-
hill battle to tie San Diego
State, the nation's number one
small college team, 13 to 13,
last Saturday night before 37,-
713 stunned Aztec fans.
!game knotting tally after Don
I Coryell's charges had capped a
.116-yard, 11-ple v scoring drive
on an 11-yard pass fromDennis
, Shaw to Tom Nettles in the
See Page 2
3
9
8
a
To Take On Magicians 'SPeak At St. James
Lelloyne—Owen C o 1 lege's
swimmers move into a tough
schedule at 2 p.m. this Satur-
day, Nov. 30, in the Bruce Hall
pool when they take on the ex-
perienced splashers from More-
house College of Atlanta.
The Magicians will make
only three home appearances.
After Morehouse, they'll host
Tuskegee, Do c. 1 6, and
Tennessee A. and 1. Jan. 31.
The Memphians have sched-
uled five on the road. They'll.
be at A and I in Nashville
Dec, 7; Morehouse in Atlanta,
Jan. 13; Fort Valley State in
Fort Valley, Ga.. Jan. 25;
Alabama State at Montgom-
ery, Feb. 8, end Tuskegee in
Alabama. Feb. 10.
The Le?doyne—Owen squad
will compete in the Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conf-
erence meet at Orangeburg,
S. C., Feb. 20-21.
Conipoaing the local swim
team are Latham Hollowell,
Charles McChriston, Albert
Fisher, Wsindell Withers, Al-
Fred Smith, Emmett oods,,
Leslie Rawls, R a y Chrism,
Elvage Fondren, John Kelly
and Jesse Jones,
The team is coached by
Robert Manning.
The Veterans' Corner
EDITOR'S NOTE: Below
are authoritative answers by
the Veterans Administration
to some of the many current
questions from former service-
men and their families. Fur-
ther information on veterans
benefits may be obtained at
any VA office.
Q — I was recently discharg-
ed from the Army after only
19 months of service. I have
heard that I may still be eligi-
Continued From Page 1
opening period.
State's senior Lewisburg-born s
linebacker Jim Greer put the
Big Blue on the scoreboard with
a 51-yard fumble return. Joe
Jones missed the game-tying
extra point boot with 13:37 re- ,
mining in the half. •
Less than a half minute later,'
Memphis-born defensive back
Red Herring intercepted a
Shaw aerial and raced 43 yards'
to paydirt. Joe Gilliam boot-
ed the extra point to give the.
Big Blue a 13-7 second quarter
advantage.
With 4:39 to play before in-
termission. Aztec end Mike Car-,
sey blocked a Gilliam punt and,
Clarence Oliver raced into the
end zone to tie the game.
San Diego kicker Dick Wood
missed the extra point that
would have turned him from
a goat into a hero. Woods miss-
ed another chance to shed the
goat's role in the game's last
three minutes when he missed
a 23-yard field goal try.
Playing in Aztec territory for
most of the third and fourth
periods, the Merrittmen missed
a scoring opportunity when the
Aztecs held them on downs at
the two-yard marker.
Bob Shannon. who left the
game with an injured ankle in
the third period, called a mas-
terful game that unveiled the
gunning of Wayne Reese, 104-
yards in 18 carries, and Al Dav-
is who picked up 72 in 17 tries.'
Beaming about his Big Blue'
who are now 3-2-1 on the year
stopping San Diego cold, Mer-
ritt exclaimed. "Did you see!
Davis and Reese run that ball?
On Thanksgiving Day, the Big
Blue will ring clown the curtain
on the season with their tradi-
tional Homecoming Grid con-
test this year with once-beaten
Bishop College of Dallas, Texas.
ble for up la four years of
college education assistance
from the Vterans Administra-
tion. Is this, true? If so, I
will enroll in college.
A — As of Dec. 1, 1968, un-
der a new law recently signed
by President Johnson, a vet-
The Saint James B a pti s
church of Humboldt, Tenn., will I
observe its annual Woman's
Day, Sunday, December 1, 1968
at 11 a.m. The speaker for the;
occasion will be Miss Mable
Northcross of St. Louis, Mo.,!
who has pro‘en to be a real'
friend to the young as well as
adults in this community.
Her generosity to any whom
she feels in need will keep her
name in the minds of the peo-
ple of this area for a long, long
time.
Her interest in nursing, for
she is supervisor of operating
r3om at the Homer G. Phillips
Hospital in St. Louis, and her
influence with young people
has steered many young women
to the field of nursing. Her un-
usual interest in the day Care
City here, has been outstanding,
and the childien receive her
gifts for Christmas each year.
eran such as you with at least woman and every one ‘tho can
18 months of service after possibly attend the services next
Jam- 31, 1955, who has sat"' Sunday morning, should avail
Rev.tied his military obligation, will themselves of the opportunity.
he notified to 36 months (four Her subject will be, ..The pow- of the
academic years) of education- er Lines-Hope and Expects-
al assistance from the VA. ttions".
For full time institutional She is the sister of Miss Lila;L
training you wiU receive $130 
a month as a single veteran
— more if you have depen-
dents. Check your nearest VA
regional office for detailed in DAI 'V-formation and assistance.
Q — My father was killed in
service in World War II. I
received f o 11 r years (36
months) of war orphans edu-
cational assistance from the
Veterans Administration while
attending college. After gradu-
ation I went into service and
will soon be discharged after
two years of active duty. Am
I entitled to any additional
educational arsistance f r o m
the VA as the result of my
own military service?
A — You will be after Dec.
1, 196S. Undes a new law re-
cently signed by the Presi-
dent, veteanss such as You
%I ho have already received
educationat assistance under,
one VA program will be en-
titled to an aggregate of 48
months of educational assis-
tance under two or more Fed-
eral veteran benefit programs.
Since you already received
36 months of VA assistance
under the War Orphans Edu-
cational Assistance Act, you
will be entitled to 12 more
months of VA educational
benefits.
by a Criminal Court jury in
January of 1967 and was con-
fined to Central State Hospital
where he escaped.
He was recaptured, returned
to the hospital, later ruled
sane and stood trial.
'Sairpoff makes the party rock.
Wanted Smirnoff. It bedazzles ornge juice. Snaps up holiday
. Adds brilliant sparkle to whatever's good to drink.
Cett why the choicest holiday parties come in Smirnoff packages.
Smirwqr Vodka farm breathleu.
Morthcross of this city.
T. Freeman is pastor of the
'church.
Gospel Temple
Will Celebrate
Women's Day
Annual Women's Day will be
celebrated next Sunday, Dec. 1,
at Gospel Temple B a pti s t'
Church at 1080 Manassas St.
The theme will be "Great Wom-
en Performing Great Path
Through Prayer Work and
Faith.
The speaker for the program
at 3 p.m. will be Mrs. A. Mc-
Ewen Williams, wife of the pas-
tor of St. John Baptist Church,
on Vance Avenue. The public is
invited.
Mrs. • era Herron is chairman
of Women's Day, Mrs. Inez
Mitchell co-chairman and Mrs.
Ernestine People pro g r a m
chairman.
IIILL1AM WOYANI
PIILITELR MIZE
CPTICS CI:LE
MARI) Itily
ERIC TUNSTALL is T. S.
D's NEWS ROY OF THE
WEEK. Eric is 9 years old
and is in the fourth grade
at Leath School. He lives
at 226 Linden with his,
grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Walton. Eric start-
ed selling The Tri-State
Defender Mien he was 8
years old. During that time
he sold '5 papers and in a
years' time he has worked
up to 100 papers a week.
PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER ADVERTISERS
Ittui, 14-304
That's
503 Country.
Dial Long Distance
Direct! Saves you
up to 40%.
The fastest way to get from here to there is also
the most economical. Remember: you get low
station-to-station rates when you Dial Long Dis-
tance Direct . . . and you save up to 40% over
calPing percon to person. Full dialing instruc-
tions ;ire in the front of your telephone book.
Nice to remember. 3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR
Open Sundays for For
The c r oss-country squad
of L e M oyne-Owen College
tacked up a 6-2 record during
the regular schedule and came
In third at the SIAC meet'
in Atlanta.
The 16 members of the
Southern Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Conference competed in
the annual run at Atlanta.
In the regular schedule, the
Magicians defeated CBC, Lane,
Tougaloo (twice), Fisk and
Alabama A. and M. They later
lost to Fisk and were bounced
by Tuskegee.
Pace-setter for the LeMoynel
pack was Russell Floyd, a
freshman f ro m P h iladel-
phia, Pa. He was supported
by oRbert Carter, Jesse Chat-
man, Harvey Eddings, Emer-
son Willis, T. W. Hayslett, Ger-
ald Robinson and William
W.C. (Bill) Weathers, general This is an annual project for
chairman of the 1968 United the young ladies and their span-
Negro College Fund campaign
in the Memphis area, said the
drive is moving at full speed
and should reach the goal of
$25,900 before the end of De-
cember.
Capaign workers are schedul-
ed to make their first financial
reports at LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege on Tuesday night, Dec. 3.
Mr. Weathers said he is re-
ceiving excellent cooperation
from Co-chairman Edwin Dal-
strom and George Cox, chair-
man of the City School Teachers
Division; R. J. Roddy, chair-
man of the County School
Teach era Division, and scores
of general workers.
He said one of the hardest
workers in the current drive is
;Miss Naomi Gordon who is in
charge of clubs, organizations,
sororities, fratenities and per-
sonnel of Universal Life Insur-
ance Co. •
The Pre-Alumni Club at Le-
Moyne-Owen is conducting a
"Miss UNCF" contest on cam-
pus as a mens of raising funds
for the campaign. Another
'group working in behalf of the
drive is the teen-age organiza-
tion known as The Co-Ettes.
sor, Miss Erma Laws.
One of the chief general cam-
paigners is Mrs. Ann L. Weath-
ers, a teacher at Kansas Ele-
mentary School She raised 11,
000 for the campaign last yet.
PEST
°MINIMUM CO:
TE MITES- ROACHES-
WATER BUGS-was
Urn sod and leaded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO Ulf1"
O.Z.
CAL
l EVER
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
I PH. PA 7-6031,
Siiea 1)tiffillc!
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, ROLLew
are your very best buy in Memphis!
I.hed in Memphis by blernAtbiaits%
. . rushed daily io your big
OQU & Knott supormir'Aft for
itikvitroum fceshnets.
Wir Reserve Thu Right To Limit Quentiti•s
SNOW FRESH BABT
Lima Beans
12 0 z POLY bag 290
CROCKET FARM
BUTTER
WE HONORGOVERNMENT FOOD STOPS. .
SWANS DOWN
CAKE
MIX all flavors
19 oz box 250
CARNATION
EVAlas 3 14%
MILK oz. cans
490
IHOGUE & KNOTT pure Pork
Sausage 3 lb.
 Bat 1.09
REAL MEATY SMOKED
HAM HOCKS b49
PORK
LIVER
......,_
sliced 111 170
sagAsi 0' CHICKEN
;••
2.8 oz jai
CHICK A SAW
BACON
49e
HOGUE & KNOTT
'1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3384 N.THOMAS 973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER
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Memphian To Attend LA'Convention
Miss Gladys Scott, seniorino has sung leading roles in Mr. Holmes as Stephen Kuma-
voice major at Tougaloo Col- several Opera Workshop pro- lo, Miss Scott drew praise for
lege, has been awarded a $200'ductions, including "Game of her beautiful protrayal of
scholarship to attend the Na- Chance," "Sister Angelica," Irina. She wil! be heard on a
tional Opera Association Con- and "Threepenny Opera. reading of this production, to
vention in Los Angeles, Cali- She sang the role of Countess))e released b the Tougaloofornia, Dec. 5 — 7. Almaviva in scenes from wrhelCollege Development Office in
The convention will feature Marriage of Figar• with the January, as port of the college
performances of "The Jealous nationally acclaimed young.lund-raising drive. The talent-
Lover by Gretry, "Manon" by baritone, EugPne Holmes, af- ed soprano was heard twice at
Massenet, and "Pelleas and filiate artist at Tougaloo col. the Met Pavillion of the Mis-
file/Mundt by Debussy. At-lege. sissippi Arts Festival last
tending the convention with „ spring.
"The Jackson Daily News
Miss &mil will be .M.r8- Judith found her "a soprano with an During the coming months,Layng, Opera Workshop direc.unusuai amount of polish.” she will sing the title role in
tor at Tougaloo College and a She also appeared with Mr. the Opera Workshop produc-
member of NOA. Holmes in a recital of arias ton of Pasatieri's "La Di-
Miss Scott, the daughter of and duets from "Rigoletto" vinai" appear with Mr. Holmes
Rev. and MTE. James Scott and "La Tra.,lata." and members of the Opera
of Memphis, was most recent- In the Toug,„100 music De. Workshop in a program of
operatic arias and duets,
and as a soloist with the Tou-
galoo College choir in Bach's
"Magnificat."
She may be heard as soloist
on the Tougaloo College choir
record, "To You From Ton-
galoo," and has been a fea-
tured singer during t e chir's
extensive spring tours. Her
senior recital is scheduled for
May.
Following ,zraduation, she
plans to continue her vocal
studies in a graduate school
or conservatory. Her voice
teachcr at Tougaloo College,
Miss Layng, a student of the
late Madame Dorothee Manski
of the Metropolitan Opera,
states that "Miss Scott is a
very gifted young lady; her
voice has the range, sensitivi-
ty and flexibility needed for
a professional career. I pre-
dict a bright future for her."
ly seen in recital on Channel
12, Jackson. The young sopra-
partment's production of Weill's
"Lost In the Stars," featuring
• SPACE
HOUSE
CLEANING
"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"
All types of cleaning.
Floor Cleaned IV Waxed $5.00 up-
• JIWAIE BEAIRD or a JAMES HILL
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
274-4114
TO AUDITION OPERA —
Miss Gladys Scott, senior
voice major from Memphis,
will be in Los Angeles Dec.
•
•
•  
DEPARTMENT STORES
.74 hail eadzoit, 4fr modevozetzu&if
Suzy Homemaker
Home Vanity
SALE 
11
9
Shop Early & Save! Topper's Gold
French Provincial vanity with ad-
justable real mirror, ilift-otit red
Velvet top & opening hassock.
403/4" high.
A Simple and Fascinating Way To4raw
J Million Piltanelous Color Patterns!
„ 4.1 1.•,T, • 
P.
Early Sawa arings:
Kenner Spirograph
23
SALE
Kids—A Simple & Fascinating Way
to draw a million color patterns!
You actually draw them & rings
'wheels & racks mesh perfectly. Set
of 22 rings; tray, pens, paper &
book..
 
'Irrarramm•
5-7 for National Opera As-
sociation Convention. She is
seen here as the Countess
in operatic production "The
blariii.ge of Figaro," with
rugene Holmes Toogaloo
College campus at Touga-
loo, Miss.
Calendar Of History
On Blacks Published
A 1969 Negro Historical Cal-I
endar has been prepared by
Seagram Distillers Company
to call widespread attention to
the significant contributions
black Americans have made to
the advancement of the United
States. Thousands will be dis-
played where they can have
the greatest possible educa-
tional effect.
Each month of the calendar
is illustrated by a portrait of a
Negro man or woman who
has enriched America and the,
world in science, the arts,1
statesmanship, medicine, ex-
ploration, education or chairty.
Each portrait is accompanied
by a sketch of the subject em-
ployed in the field in which he
is most renowned.
The art was executed over
a period of six months. by
Michael Lowrnbein, a noted
book illustrator of Norwalk,
Connecticut. He employed a
technique combining wash and
pencil.
The calendar depitcs such
world
-acclaimed figures as
Dr. Martin Luther King, states-
man Frederick A. Douglass,
educator Mazy McLeod Be-
thune, poet Paul Laurence
Dunbar, Revolutionary War
hero Crispus Attucks and sci-
entist George Washington Car-
ver.
I Included also are artist
Henry Ossawa Tanner, surgeon
Dr. Daniel Hale Williams,
explorer Matthew Alexander
Henson, actor Ira Frederick
Aldridge and United States
Congressman and naval hero
Robert Smalls.
Each day on the calendar
carries a note on some signi-
ficant Negro accomplishment
or advancement, such as
"January 22 — Benjamin
Banneker, N e gro inventor.
Assisted in surveying and
planning the city of Washing-
ton, D. C. 1791." Another
example: "June 6 — First
Annual Convention 'People of
Color,' Held in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1831."
Grace Baptist
Crowns Top
Money Raiser
Annual Woman's Day was
observed at the Grace Baptist
Church at 1231 N. Manassas
st. on Sunday, Nov. 17.
Mrs. Sadie Parks,, who
raised the highest amount
of moeny for the day, ,was
crowned "Mrs. Grace Baptist"
by Mrs. Dorothy Davis.
The title was held previously
by Mrs. Sylvester Scott, Sr.
All of the members of the
church thank their many
friends and visitors for making
the affair a success.
Mrs. Pauline Dainies was
chairman of Woman's Day.
Toys For The
Children
• DRIVES BY REMOTE CONTROL
• HOLDS LP TO 200 LBS.
.44.4
•
Big Savings on America's Top Toys Now!
Save! Johnny Express
Tractor and Trailer
SALE
1188 Niek
TERRIFIC TOPPER TOY FOR BOYS Al"l'ERRIFIC WOOLCO SAVINGS:
Here's Fun Unlimited and at an Exciting Low Price! Build an entire fleet
of new, exciting trucks .using one basic unit, it's safe, it's rugged & its
detailed to look just like the real thing! Completely motorized.
Just Like Morn's
Suzy Homemaker
Kitchen Appliances
SALE 1299 EA.
Topper's full king size oven, "Jet Action" washer, &
dishwasher-sink for hours of playtime fun. A Great
Value at a Tiny Price!
Fun I ',limited'
Johnny
Toymaker
SALE 
988
It makes them all. Sturdy cars, boats, trucks,
racing tracks, etc. Comes with 14 accessories.
You Save More Now!
5 Ways To Buy and Save at WOOLCO
• CREDIT PLAN: 30-Day Charge Account—or longer with op-
tional terms.
• '1'IME PAYMENT ACCOUNT: No Down Payment. Many
Months to Pay.
• LAY-AWAY: A convenient way to hold your purchase of the
day.
• CASH: Full satisfaction or your money cheerfulirrefunded.
• 90 DAYS: Same as cash.
1SOUTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER 1838 SO. THIRD ST.
3
9
6
8
..‘c 4 1/1.411'
• %I
Walker School Students
Hold Appreciation Week
The students of Walker Ele-
mentary School designated
November 18-22 as a week of
appreciation for their school
and those who have con-
tributed to its success
The week was begun by an
assembly program which hon-
ored present and former mem-
bers of Walker. Original poems
were recited about each of
those honored.
Special recognition w a s
given to Charles W. Horner,
first and present principal; all
charter teachers and present
teachers; Mrs. d. m. scott, first
school secretary; Mrs. Mildred
Stapels present secretary; Mrs.
Katherine Tappan, first P.T.A.
president; Mrs. Hattie Lee,
present P.T.A. president; Mrs.
Bernice Redditte, careteria
manager; Jack Butler, first
and present custodian; Miss
Alma Roach and Mrs. Lucille
Britt, retired teachers; Karen
Heard and Lisa Jackson, stu-
dent representatives; and the
School oRyalty, Fred Taylor,
Erma Scales, Darrell Moore,
Amy Brows, William Hughes,
and Andre Willett.
Highlights of the program
were "Bless This House," sung
by Mr. Crawford Lucas; the
Walker School Song" and
'Lift Every Voice and Sing",
;ling by Grade Six students.
Emphasis was put on pride
and appreciation for America,
and the progsem was conclud-
ed by a rousing rendition of
"God Bless America", by the
entire assembly.
Walker School, which opened
August 27. 1959, is located at
322 King Road in Shelby Coun-
ty. It is one of the schools 'to
be annexed by the city on
December 31
Smooth
Southern
Bourbon
easy on
your wallet,
too
OLD MR. BOSTON MR. KENTUCKY BOURSOM
86 arid 100 Proof, now a lull 6 years old
MR. BOSTON DISTILLER BOSTON, MASS.
911..11M•.=,..•Vh. 
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JUST
ARRIVED?
We've no red
carpet to roll out:
no brass bend to
serenade you. But
we can help you
with names and
locations of
schools, lists of
community facili-
ties, shopping
information and
all the other things
you'll want to know
about your new home town.
'A Welcome Wagon hostess will visit at your convenience
to provide all this and gifts as well.
it's all yours—free—for a telephone call to Welcome Wagon.
woo =In
WELCOME
NEWCOMERS! UNI this coupon to let us know you're here
same 
Address 
City Phone 
0 Please have the Welcome Wagon Hostess call on me
El I would like to subscribe to
o I alreeciy subscribe to
Fill out coupon and mall to Circulation Dept
am IN OW us ma am ins Mu NI UM
MI MT NIES Ill OH—
illf CAI Fill TIN MIER
KAB Elects EBONY's
Publisher To Board
NEW YORK — John H. oJhn-
son, president of the Johnson
Publishing Company. Chicago.
has been elected to the board
of directors of Keep America
Beautiful, Inc., the national
litter-prevention organization.
The announcement was made
by Reuben L. Penn, chairman
of KAB's board of directors,
following a board meeting here
in connection with the group's
15th annual meeting.
Mrs. Johnson's firm publish-
es Ebony, tan. Jet and Ne-
gro Digest magazines. He also
National Advisory Commission
on Selective Service, a vice
president of the National Ur-
ban League and chairman of
the board of Supreme Life In-
surance Company of America.
Keep America Beautiful is
a national non-profit, public
service organization for the
prevention of litter. It was
formed in 1953 and conducts a
continuous program of public
education to stimulate indi-
vidual responsibLity and pride
JOHN H. JOHNSON
in clean, safe and attractive
surroundings.
It also serves as a clearing
house for litter-prevention
techniques and m aterials,
helping thousands of groups
and communities throughout
the country.
Howard Student Gets
1$1,000 Scholarship
AKRON, Ohio — Van Rich-
ard Johnson, a junior at How-
ard University, has been
awarded a $1,000 scholarship
by the Goodyear Tire & Rub-
ber Company Fund.
Mr. Johnson, of Washington,
D. C., is majoring in electrical,
engineering at Howard Uni-
versity.
The scholarship from the
Fund, a non-profit corporation
supported by The Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Company, pro-
vides, in addition, a $375
unrestricted grant-in-aid to
the school.
Mr. Johnson ranks high in
class academically.
In announcing the scholar-
ship and g rant, Russell
Boys' Club Officials I.
To Hold Two-Day Meet
The Tennessee
of Boys Clubs of
bold a two-day
Memphis at the
body Dec. 13-14,
board members
Boys' Clubs and
DeVoung, chairman of the
Fund, pointed out that How-
ard University has been for'
many years a source of skilled
personnel for business and in-
dustry.
Recipients of Goo dyearl
scholarships are selected by
the schools participating in the
program with approval of
Goodyear Fund.
Goodyear's aid-to-education
program for the current aca-
demic year provides, in addi-
tion to scholarships and fellow-
ships to selected institutions of
higher learning, approximately
$190.000 in unrestricted grants-
in-aid, including direct grants
to many state foundations of
independent colleges.
Mount Moriah Prepares
For Annual Homecoming
Annual Homecoming for Spencer Wiggins, an active
members, relatives and friends member of the Union Baptist
of the Mount Moriah Baptist,Church, will be guest soloist.
Church in Orange Mound will'Also participating will be Mrs.
be observed next Sunday, Dec. Josephine Winbush and Charles
1. Westbrook, both members of
Beulah Baptist Church.
The occasion has a two-fold Following the interesting
!purpose: first, it is designed
to raise money to help brighten 
church school and morning
service, a tasteful dinner will
'the Christmas for children be served for only 50 cents.
,and adults who would other- The dinner is priced at 50
wise spend a bleak day: and cents because the object is fel-
second it is day for relatives lowship, rather than to make
and friends to enjoy both
noney.
spiritual and physical food. The pastor, officers and
At the morning service, the members invite the public to
pastor, the Rev. R. W. Nors- sharein the activities of Home-
worthy, will bring to the con coming Day.
gregation an inspirational mes- J. D. Springer
sage. Special music will be Hirsch are co-chairmen
'given by the church choirs. Homecoming Day.
and Arnette
of
Area Council
America will
meeting in
Sheraton-Pea-
and is for all
of Tennessee
their wives.
Following a welcome by
Dr. aWIter K. Hoffman, the
chairman, at 9 a.m. Friday,;
Dec. 13, four speaker will de-
liver talks. Their subjects will
be "Juvenile Delinquency Pat-'
terns, Tennessee, 1968;" "In-
sure Your Boys' Club-Why?"
'The Boys' Clubs Future—one
Big or Many Litte?" and
"Recognizing the Emotionally
Disturbed Boy."
Following the noon luncheon,
four workshows will be held.
The subjects will include "Boys
Club Responsibility to the De-
linquent Boy ;" "Is your Club's
Total Insurance Program Ade-
quate?" "Problems in the Ex-
pansion of Existing Boys' Club
Facilities:" and "The Care and
Feeding of the Emotionally
Distrubed Boy."
The annual dinner meeting
will be held on Friday night,
at 7 p.m., with Dean Ehlers,
director of Intershcolastic Ath-
letics for Memphis City Schools
as speaker. His subject will
be "The Proper Role of Ath-
letics in the Total Boys' Club
Program."
On Saturday, breakfast, busi-
ness meetings and workshop
reports will precede the trip to
Memorial Stadium for the Li-
berty Bowl Game, which will
end the conference.
1 Thanksgiving'Vesper Given
ROD ME AMON
. The Mission Circle of Collins
' Chapel CME Church presented
i a Pre-Thanksgiving Vesper
program on last Sunday after-
noon, and included were out-
standing guests of the city.
Among those presented were
Alfred Motlow, Harold Brooks
, and Mrs. P Gonya Hentrel,
wife of the pastor.
Mrs. Jean P. Thomas is presi-
dent of the iMssion Circle and
Mrs. Ruth Whitsey publicity
chairman.
— —
Mitchell High
Graduate Plays
With Goshawks
Corporal Rod Marmon of
Memphis was a -middle guard
on the Pensacola Navy Gos-
hawks football team at Pen-
sacola, Fla., which compiled
a 7-2 record against college
an military opposition this
season.
The team was quarterbacked I
by 1963 Heisman Trophy win- ,
ner Roger Staubach.
Corporal Marmon, a five-foot,
11-inch 170 pounder, attended
Mitchell High School before en-
tering the Marine Corps. The
Goshawks represent the Naval
Air Basic TtTining Command,
he.- dquartered in Pensacola.
The ,73utnest plryer on the
teana and the only enlisted i
Marine and smallest lineman,
Marmon battled Naval Aca-
demy graduate Frank Staneki
all season for the middle'
guard slot. 1
Late in the year, the Marine,
a photograph . student, was
transferred to California.
Buy U.
Sell?
u Cant
You can earn $10,000 or more your
first year representing the fastest-
growing manufacturer in the Negro
hair care market!
Move in...Move upl Represent the fastest
growing manufacturer of nationally advertised
producis for the Negro hair care market.
Up to $9,000 guaranteed salary your first
year... plus incentive pay and full fringe
benefit program!
Travel involved. Car desirable but not
required. All working expenses paid. Ambition
and career-mindedness more important than •
previous selling experience.
Send lettyr and/or resume before
November 25th to: OPPORTUNITY, BOX TSD-10
An equal opportunity employer.
Tri-State DEFENDER
S Savings Bonds
Coke has the taste6106Z
72-PIECE "STYLECRAFT"
STAINLESS FLATWARE
• Newest look in flatware
• Choice of Patterns
Choice of patterns
73-PC. MELAMINE
By Texas-Ware
Three charming patterns to choose
from in this unbreakable and dish-
washer safe dinner ware. Complete
service for eight PLUS 26 serving
pieces.
THE NEW
LOOK
IN
FLATWARE
SERVICE
FOR EIGHT
COMPLETE
SERVICE
FOR EIGHT •
10-PC. WEST BEND COOKWARE SET
Colorful heavy aluminum in avocado or poppy colored porcelain with hard-coat
Teflon* inside
(....•1 qt saucepan/cover • 2 qt saucepan/cover • 3 qt. saucepan/cover
• 5t dutch oven/cover • 10' open fry pan (5 qt cover ma)
PLUS BONUS. • r open fry pan (3 qt GOYIM' fits)
.7J7r .,... 
Ala iglitt" iPli *ie. IR rte-•..E1* 
great holidaygift vahie8
can always
be found
at &les
PLUS BONUS: • r open fry pen
(3 qt clover Ms)
BUY NO* OR
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS ZALES'
JEWELERS
SHOP SY ZALES
ON YOUR WAY
TO CHRISTMAS
61 So. MAIN-HOLIDAY PLAZA,
WEST MEMPHIS INDIAN MALL JONESBORO
you never get tired of.
epinao weal Arnim," or wa Coca. COLA COUP/MV DV NE COCA-COLA IOTTING. COINAW Of 1A10/141S, mot
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Barring 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
Anxieties And Fears About Nixon
• •
Though the Presidential election is that night be at variance with the wish-
over, there is no warrant for the as- as of his supporters below the Mason
sumption that issues raised during the and Dixon Line.
campaign will soon be settled or that All sort of arrangements are being
they will be dealt with honestly and made to ease the transition of Presi-
forthrightly. dential power and to asbure a continuity
The Negro's main interest is cen- of policy in the pursuit of peace in
tered, of course on the domestic front. Vietnam. But nothing is done to assure
Out of the ceaseless debate on law and the agonizing blacks at home that their
order there came not a mumbling word
that could be construed as guarantee-
ing the perpetuity of such civil rights
gains as school integration, public ac-
commodations, public housing, and oth-
ers which move the black man closer
to full citizenship.
Slum and poverty, the twin evil of
a segregated society scarcely appeared
in the ledger of domestic complaints.
It isn't any wonder that the black com-
munity from one end of the country to
the other is racked by anxieties and
fears.
Mr. Nixon's reluctance to give a
preview of the social philosophy he in-
tends to pursue during the course of
his Administration gives the impression
that he does not intend to do anything
The James
The trial of James Earl Ray on
charges of murdering Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. has been postponed. This has
caused much indignation throughout
the country. Art Hanes, who had spent
four months preparing for the trial
scheduled to have begun last week, and
who was dismissed as counsel at the
last minute, candidly described the ma-
neuver as "a delaying tactic."
The state and the defense counsel
were ready for the trial, and 90 wit-
nesses had been alerted to be on hand.
But Ray appears to have deliberately
chosen a new lawyer for sake of stall-
ing. It is impossible to avoid the con-
clusion of Assistant District Attorney
General Robert K. Dwyer that the de-
fendant was "trifling with the court."
It does not follow that Judge W.
Preston Battle is to be upbraided for
allowing the postponement or for
choosing March 3 as the new trial date.
The judge himself referred to the delay
as "an awful thing," but he saw no al-
ternative to granting it. A man on trial
for his life has a right to choose his
own counsel, three and a half months
is not an excessive period for the pre-
paration of the defense.
The court, however, has an inesca-
tragic plight will occupy a high priority
among the issues that must be resolved
to insure domestic tranquility.
No greater mistake can be made by
Mr. Nixon if in the quest for racial un-
derstanding he should call upon those
old Negro social organizations whose
leaders are more concerned about secu-
rity for themselves and the preserva-
tion of their organisation than with
recognition of the rights of the black
citizenry.
To gain the confidence of the black
people, Mr. Nixon must first declare —
himself in favor of measures that are
aimed at bringing the Negro into the
main stream of the American society
poverty and hoplessness. 
Imes Do Changeand rescue him from the slough of •
Crusader F
The scheduled departure of Harold
Howe from his office as U. S. Com-
missioner of Education is a sure sign
that the terms of the civil rights Act
with regard to federal assistance to
federal assistance to schools will not
be pushed with vigor. Certain mem-
bers of Congress have been screaming
for his scalp ever since he devised the
guidelines for compliance with the pro-
visions of the Act.
He was opposed to racial discrimi-
nation in the use of federal funds. He
felt that school districts that failed to
comply with the law should not be en-
titled to governmental support. With
equal ardor Dr. Howe championed the
'SURE WE'RE DOWN IN HISTORY... NOW
WE WANT UP!"
MY VIEW
Ray Trial
pable moral responsibility to make it
clear that no further delay on some
flimsy pretext will be granted. It is
one of the agonizing failings of Ameri-
can jurisprudence to allow excessive de-
lays on criminal cases purely on techni-
calities that are often injudicious and
irrelevant. It is well within the province
of the trial judge to halt the abuses
that make a mockery of judicial pro-
ceedings and of his court.
Precautions should be taken to pre-
vent this trial from assuming the char-
acter of a hippodrome or a vaudeville. It
Is equally: imperative that the court
stand unwavering against attempts by
the defendant to transgress the process-
es of justice by resorting to outlandish
theatrics. Justice should be dispensed
in a calm and dignified manner.
World's attention will be focused
on the trial. There'll be much drama.
Tension will be high among the specta-
tors. There are those who yet labor un-
der the suspicion that. a Southern jury
will never impose the death penalty on
a white man for the murder of a,black
man regardless of the latter's national
prominence. Memphis, Tenn., the local
of the trial, may not provide the climate
in which justice would flourish.
or Equality
rights of student protesters on campus-
es, urging attention to their reasonable
compliants against sometimes indiffe-
rent college administrations and a mea-
sure of tolerance for their demonstra-
tions.
It will not be easy to find a suc-
cessor to Commissioner Howe when he
leaves his office in December to head
the Ford Foundation's education pro-
gram in India. It will be difficult to re-
place him with anyone equally devoted
to the ideals of equality and freedom in
education. We suspect that the new Ad-
ministration in Washington will not be
looking for another educator dedicated to
the cause of freedom.
Ford And Black Minority
Of the philanthropic foundations,
which have given evidence of concern
with the upward mobility of the under-
privileged class, the Ford Foundation of
all probability tops the lint. It has made
grants fot bridging the gap between the
poor and the privileged groups and has
given generous assistance to programs
aimed at advancing the cause of society
in almost every conceivable level.
The Foundation has just announced
grants totalling more than $1.5 million
to aid the advancement of blacks and
other minority-group members at all
employment levels: unskilled, crafts-
men, professionals, and business enter-
preneurs.
The largest single grant, $317,066,
goes to the Manpower Assistance Proj-
'ect, Inc., (MAP), a new non-profit con-
sulting center which will use its grant,
to train administrators and otherwise
expedite local manpower programs now
being developed throughout the country.
A $293,000 foundation grant de-
signed to promote business development
in the ghetto will be administered by
the Potomac Institute. A team with a
wide range of business, managerial, and
financial assistance Will apply a "pack-
age" approach to the problem of increas-
ing black ownership of more lucrative
enterprises.
These grants should do much to-
ward strengthening the nucleus of busi-
ness establishments in the slums where
they can help the poor and themselves.
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
When I came along in South Caro-
lina, Negroes were my heroes. In the
county where we were, we didn't know
many great Negroes. I knew about
Booker T. Washington, Frederick Doug-
lass, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, W. E. B.
DuBois, and a few more. I recall my
father buying pictures of Washington
and Douglass to be hung on the wall. In
fairly recent times, I was thrilled by
the work Carter G. Woodson was doing.
going around trying to get Negroes in-
terested in their history and admonish-
ing them to be proud of their African
heritage. Woodson organized the Asso-
-: the Study of Negro Life and
History. He was a
prolific writer. Wood-
Benjamin Mews
Woodson's task was
not easy. There were
Negroes who wanted nothing to do with
Negro history and would tell you plain-
ly that they wanted no part of Africa,
and that they were born in the United
States and not in Africa.
I am glad that young Negroes now
want to know about the contributions
Negroes have made to American life,
are proud of Africa, and want to see
courses in the curricula dealing with proud of themselves.
A Point Of View
Thie'T SO
Eric Hoffer, the apierently
self-educated, widely read
and a a ti may circulated
columnist, of the conservative
white press, has • seat down
a blast of mishogormatios ascii
slanted propaganda from his,
lofty heights. And hi sheer
self-defense the intended vic-
tims are entilled to a rebuttal.
Is his column of last week
In Commercial Appeal,"
Hoffer's penal theme was
that Negroes have an ingrained
dislike for Jews. He Lieges
that the large mass of Negro
leaders hate and teach hatred
of Jews to each other and the
black masses of the nation's
ghettoes.
Evidently Mr. Hoffer does
not know mueh about his sub-
ject. He said Negroes hate
Jews because they (Negroes)
are ashamed of themselves
when they compare them-
selves to Jews.
, Hoffer observes that Jews
have long ben a persecuted
land outcast race, the same as
the Negro. His implication is
that instead of going out
into the streets crying, begging
and looting, the Jew placed
his faith in education and
'thrift, and by these means.
' has worked himself into the
top ranks of the nation's so-
' dal, economic, commercial,
political and cultural life.
According to Hoffer's dictum,
the black man doesn't have
the character and intelli-
gence to achieve like the Jews,
who in our age have made the
deserts of Israel blossom like
the rose.
Afro-Americpa en I was a
boy, if you cailel a Negro bia7k he was
ready to fight you ,',ust a4 he would
fight you if • ou said something about
his mother. It is goo I that this has
changed because no man is ready for an
integrated society until he is anchored
deep in his own ethnic group and is
not ashamed of what he is.
I am inclined to believe that Ne-
groes who grew up in the South learned
more about Negroes than those who
grew up in the North. Southern Negro
teacherstold N students about the
I accomplishments of black men. Negro
students in the North, who had white
teachers, hardly ever heard a white
teacher talk about the contributions Ne-
groes have made to this country. When
I was in high school, the Negro teachers
never lost a chance to tell us about Ne-
gro accomplishments. I found, too, that
Negroes in the South had more confi-
dence in what Negroes could do than
did Negroes in the North.
Recently I was talking with a black
person in one of our great universities
and she had never heard of Canter
Wodson, and had not read DuBois
"Souls of Black Folk", and yet she was
insisting on a black curriculum. I am
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
What follow: is an open let-
ter to the President of the
United States
Mr. President
In the two minutes or so that
it will take you to read this
ad, more than eight people will
have died of starvation in Bi-
afra.
One hour aftcr you have read
it, 250 will have died.
Within twenty-four hours of
the time you have read it, six
thousand will have died. And
half of them will be children.
Dead of starvation.
Mr. President, we know that
In your anguish over this situa-
tion, you'want our government
to take steps that will save
lives. But, Mr. President, time
is rumsing out By the end of
this month one million people
will have died At the end of
six months, !ix million
Six million' That obscene fi
gure calls UP shivering mem
ones of anothei time in history
that you have said repeatedly
was the time that shaped
your conscience. That time set
down in history hooks as an
age of appeasement, when na
tions talked while six million
people died.
Mr. President, two children!
have already died since you
started reading this message.
Mr. President, can you —
with all the power of your of
lice — sit back and wait while'
nations negotiate?
The Nigerian Federal Gov-
ernment claims that the Btaf- 1
rang have brought this situa-
tion upon themselves. That
they must only say the word
and that help will arrive under
the auspices of Nigerian good
will
But Mr President, even in
those Biafran areas already re-
conquered by Federal forces,
starvation is rampant. Ob-
viously the Federal Govern-
ment cannot adequately fulfill
its stated hornanitarian ohjer•
tives
And the Ilisfrans on the
other hand chim that all food
shipments sponsored by the
Federal Government of Nigeria
will be poisoned. And that
opened mercy corridors will
he used by merciless troops
son urged that every
college s e t up a
course in Negro his-
tory. There was a
time when courses in
Negro history were
fairly popular in Ne-
gro colleges. "Negro
History Week" was
also quite popular.,
glad to see the new emphasis on black.lof the English department at North Caro ina A&T
state university at Greensboro, has become the new
president of Lincoln university, the Missouri state
school which is racial mixed 50-50. In accepting the
position, Dr. Daniel moves into an apathetic situa-
tion which offers him a challenge. The job was also
offered to Dr. Sam Westerfield at State and Dr. Mod-
die Taylor at Howard. Both are friends and both
taught at Lincoln at one time. Taylor is a former
Missourian as well as his wife, Vivian . . . The boys
out east are saying that Billy Daniels couldn't have
been stabbed over a gambling debt. He doesn't gamble.
The next question is, then, why? . . . If the new
administration is really smart, it will keep Walter
Washington in as mayor of Washington. Switching
Walter after the great record he has made could only
invite all manner of headaches . . . Missouri's new
Congressman William (Bill) Clay was in town last
week. Said he has 230 rooms reserved for his swear-
ing in January 2.
With all due respect to the
self-taught talents of Mr.
Hoffer, particularly in this
instance, he does not know
what he is talking about. He
ought to be informed of the
number of Negroes who re-
member Christ as a eJw. And
they worship Him.
He ought to know about the
number of informed Negroes
who realize that out of every
to top leaders in any field of
endeavor, there are always
at least three Jews
Negroes rcalize and ap-
preciate the Jewish ideals of
religion, education and family
unity. Thousands of Negro
students have not forgotten
that the fore most promoter
of Negro high school education
in the South in the past years
was a man of Jewish extrac-
tion named Julius Rosenwald.
Negro college studesta know
that many of their best dormi-
tories on college campuses
were provided .by Jewish
philanthropists. niae.k militants
'mow that much if the mosey
and a whole lot of brains for
their efforts come from the
ranks of Jewish sympathizers.
Knowing there things, there
could not be seneral and wide-
spread dislike of Jewish people
in the black communities.
True, the black community
over the nation has been per-
meated by Jewish merchants
catering to their needs. True
it is that some of these mer-
chants, money lenders and
dealers have engaged in sharp
practices which have alienated
many Negroes. 
•
But let us not forget that
other merchants also operate
in t h e black community
and that some of them indulge
In sharp practices.
Perhaps what Mr Hoffer
calls the general hatred of
the Negro towards the Jew
may more nearly be the black
man's reaction to any exploit-
ing white face in the ghetto,
when it is linked with exploi-
tation.
Negroes do not hate Je vs.
They dislike any misusing ex-
ploiter, black or white, and not
particuarly J•nas.
y Diggs Dot roof h
WASHINGTON — Biggest talk around this man's
town is who is going where. The next topic in line is
how one Brother of Color was the bagman for the
militants the week or the election. Look for this
Brother to come out of the Nixon admministration
hitting the top echelon. The guys and gals in the
District don't view Gov. Agnew's office in the White
House with any degree of "upgrading" of the Vice
President's office. Most of them view it as a way
to keep Agnew under wraps. A kind of "White House
arrest." . . . Herb Mangrum aver at Agriculture is
going to be out on the road before many more moons
pass. It's a part of a get acquainted tour .. . Dennis
Askey is eyeing new responsibilities at USIA which
could launch his star . . . When you look for strong-
men in the Republican administration for the next
four years, don't forget Howard Jenkins, the newly
reappointed member of the National Labor Relations
Board. Jenkins, a quiet, but effective Republican, has
been making hay all over the lot. Besides, his wife was
actiye in the Nixon campaign.
There are thousands of books on and
about Negroes. Students who really
want to know something about Negroes
could of themselves become educated on
the Negro. I hope, too, that concern for
a curriculum on black people is a perma-
nent concern and not a passing fancy.
If it is genuine and abiding, it will make
a difference in the development of Ne-
gro students. They will be more at home
in American life because they will be
bent on slaughter.
And so the spokesmen go on,
Mr. President But who speaks1
for the children? Those
dren who will never live long
enough to learn to speak.
Mr. President, you are the
only one to wnom we as Ameni-
•
dent we know that you, too,
cannot sleep these nights.
From the moment you start-
ed reading this message till
now, Mr. President, four chil-
dren have died already.
We need a massive airlift.
We need food for Biafra. We
need aircraft carriers and heli-
copters and parachute -drops
and trucks and influence. We
cannot let the history books set
down THIS time as the age of
indifference. A time a bOut
which our children will some
day ask questions that we are
trio ashamed to answer
President Tohnson like you,
we need to sleep tonight
CHI ARLEB KINDLE
African Affairs Chairman,
Pittsburgh NAACP
Pittsburgh, Pa.
TICKER SHAVINGS: Dr. Walter C. D iel, head
IDLE CHATTER: Bob Brown, the young publi-
cist from High Point, N.C. is doing the clean up work
for the Nixon administration. Brown's fins was a
last minute consultant to the Nixon campaign and he
is working his way to the White House by a circnftosm
route. Brown, in his role, is filling a gap formerly
filled for Nixon by Joe Baker out of Philadelphia . . .
Don't be surprised if °field Dukes leaves government
for good since the defeat of the Vice President. Dukes
Is telling intimates that he wants out from the pr-
sure of the District. . . . Headed for the mid west if
Larry Still who was rime to the action at the DNC
daring the campaign . The hassle at San Francisco
state college over A black English instructor is but
a small part of the whole gamut of gripes hugging
the stndest body. The whites in the campus distur-
bances wruaii-- wait own 4 ho• an tie onto a black-
issue before they articulate their grievances. In this
way, when the television cameras show. it's the Bro-
ther down front and the frustrated whites lurking no
the background. but reaping the benefits as they
mine.
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The Store that cares--about you! 
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Sliced Bacon
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Florida
Oranges
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Super Rite
Spare Ribs
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Yellow Corn
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423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
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3561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summer Ave.
47.80 Summer Ave.
Prices explore Nov. 30,1968 Sat -
SCEF Blasts Hoover On 'Justice' Remark
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Mel
Southern Conference Educa-
tional Fund (SCEF) has taken
J. Edgar Hoover to task for,
saying that "justice is merely
incidental to law and order."
The FBI chief was criticized
at the fall board meeting of
SCEF, an interracial group
working to end poverty, ra-
cial discrimination, amt.. other
Injustices in the South. It hasi
about 5,000 members in the!
South and an equal number of
supporters in the North.
The board declared: "With
this statement, Hoover has
put the seal of approval on
the current frightening trend
toward silencing dissent by
force and violence.
' "It is this attitude which
has alienated the races and
made armed camps of our
national political conventions. 1
The need, real or imagined,
for law and order must not
continue to be used as a pre-
text for the suppression of de-
mends for peace and justice."
The Rev. Fred Shuttles-
worth, SCEF president, said
the board also voted to step,
up SCEF's work of bringing
together black and white
Southerners for political action
to solve problems of the re-
gion and the 'lotion.
"The casting of nearly 10
million votes for George Wal-
lace in the recent election
constitutes a warning and a
challenge," the SCEF policy-
makers declared. "In general,
we believe that these were
not simply racist votes but
symptoms of confusion and
despair about the mass living,
centralized control, and an
evil war.
"The solid political base
given to Wallace dhallenges us
to four years of hard work
for independent political or-
ganization, particularly at the
local level in hundreds of
communities across the South."
In other actions, the SCEF
board: (1) supported the grow-
ing women's liberation move-
ment; (2) assailed "habitual
collusion" b e tween federal
and state officials to "sup-
press legitimate organizing
activities;" (3) supported a
national boycott of table grapes
requested by striking Califor-
nia farm workers;
(4) A d v o c ated popular
choice in national party nom-
OF ALL THE AMAZING STORIES YOU'VE READ ABOUT
REV.COSTONIE, WE BELIEVE OURS IS THE STRANGEST,
SAYS: MR. ROY NEWMAN
2534 W. 12th PLACE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
522-0435
My story was In the paper
thre• years ago how REV.
COSTONIE stopped me from
drinking, a habit I started at
12 years old. It was costing
me all my money and keeping
mo broke. He divided all his
food at ene time with me for
my six ch,ldren. in years un.
dor his guidance and way of
prayer I stopped drinking and
had over $5,000 In th• bank.
Then I did a foolish thing, I
disassociated myself from
REV. COSTONIE; stopped
going to church and drifted
back into the old crowd. "You
guessed rightwl started drink-
ing heavily again, and losing
my money. I was ashamed to
go bock to this wonderful mon,
mywife wentfor me. And REV.
COSTONIE stopped m• again. Mr. Roy Newman
Now even the smell of liquor nauseates me. I am also on my
way up financ ioi1y thanks to REV, COSTONIE.
Don't hesitate, if you hose a proble rn, telephone for an ap-
pointment at WA4w4969. Or you may write REV. COSTONIE for
prayer, 927 E. 47th Street, Chicogok Illinois 60653. Hsi gets
results quickly: During my many t is'ts to /I'm ry• seen him
help hundreds with money problems, rnoritoJ problems. He ans...
ors ail who write to him.
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
inations and elections, and ,
elimination of the Electoral
College and national party
nominating conventions: (5)
supported efforts of men In
the armed forces to- organize
for freedom of speech, dissent,
and association; (6) Advocated
recognition of the right of
conscientious o bj e ction to
specific wars, both for civilians
and members of the armed
forces. "We believe that the
government should recognize'
conscientious objection based
on moral, ethical, and legal
as well as religious grounds,"
the board said.
New members elected to the
board of directors included
Gene L Mason and Frederic
J. Fleron, Jr., both professors
of political science at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, Lexing-
ton; the Rev. Clifton Whitley,
West Point, Miss., a leader in
the Mississippi Freedom Dem-
ocratic Party and four peace
and civil rights leaders from
New Orleans: — Mrs. Virginia
Collins, Miss Rae Mathews,
Robert Head, and Miss Dar-
lene Fife.
Two youngsters using Borg-Warner Corporation's ethics.
tional System in a Chicago-area school work at their own
pace without disrupting the rest of the class. The sys-
tem helps teach such subjects as elementary reading and
mathematics by showing colorful pictures, giving informa-
tion, asking questions and getting answers.
— 
.
White Teacher Dismissed
For Visiting Negro Friends
TAYLORSVILLE, N. C. — her Negro friends or resign her
,(UPI) — A white school super- job.
Iintendent in this rural town said
'1`tiesday he ordered a young,, The teacher, Ann Collins, file
white teacher to stop visitingi suit in federal court at nearby
Statesville earlier in the day.
************ **************
SERVICEMEN'S
SPECIAL
WHERE EVER THEY GOi
*
or*
*-
4,51t % THEY WILL WANT TO
READ
ABOUT
HOME
LET US SEND THEM COPIES OF THE
TR1-STATE DEFENDER
* IT'S THE NEXT BEST THING TO A LETTER FROM HOME. 4
Tri-State Defender
236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn. 38101
ownposero low elms
please send the TRI-STATE DEFENDER to the .
following serviceman':
ONO
Name & Ronk 
Serial Number 
APO/FPO or Camp 
City & State  Zip Code 
Country 
Plies* send Cre
.......„,„jiikettlis at Special rate of $3.50 -
_„.1.Yeer et 'Special rote of $6.00
My check or money order for S is enclosed
SignedMèus
I Dwight Isenhour, superinten-
dent of schools for Alexanderi County, said when asked to corn
ment on the suit that he did not
fire the teacher. Miss Collins
was given the choice of "dis-
associating with the Negro com-
munity or resigning," Isenhour
said.
I "She resigned of her own free
will, and was allowed four days
to make her decision," he said.
The suit brought by the form-
er remedial English teacher at
all-Negro Happy Plains High
School charged Isenhour with
ordering Miss Collins into his
office Sept. 12.
The suit said Isenhour told her
that her associations with Negro'
church and civic groups in the
community was a "disgrace to
the teaching profession:'
The suit said that when Miss
Collins refused to stop visiting
1 Negro friends, and also refused
to resign, she was fired.
The ultimatum came about,
the suit said, after Miss Collins
was transferred from the all-
Negro school to integrated Sug-
ar Loaf High School and contin-
ued visiting friends made while
she taught at the Negro school.
The suit was filed with the
backing of the National educa-
tion Association (NEA). It ask-
ed for Miss Collins' reinstate-
,
I
ment or offering of a similarjob, and for compensation for
expenses and loss of wages.
Miss Collins, a recent grad-
uate of Catawba College, now
teaches at Mooresvill in nearby
Emden County She said she
would not return to the Alex-
ander County school system if
she won the suit.
LEAVES BIT SHOW
Hollywood — Actress Saundra
Sharp has left the cast of Pearl
Bailey's hit company of "Hello,
Dolly" on Broadway to make
her film debut in Warner Bros,-
Seven Arts' "The Learning
Tree." She will play the sister
of the film's star, 1.6
-year
-old
Kyle Johnson. Gordon Parks is
directing from his autobio-
graphical novel.
Rod Is Tops
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) 
—Rod
Taylor will be the top star in
"Darker Than Amber" for Cin-
ema Center Films.
NEED INSURANCE?
CALL
CLAYTON ELAN
AUTO HOME
-BUSINESS
MONTHLY TERMS
ACE INSURANCE
2023 MADISON
274-4418
Oshkosh
Students
Suspended
OSHKOSH, Wis. —(UPI) —
Suspension notices have been
sent to nearly 100 students
involved in a destructive
demonstration at Wisconsin
State Uni v e rsity,—Oshkosh
last week, despite a' plea that
their penalities be lightened.
The administration decided
Friday to suspend the students,
who will be expelled if they
do not formally request hear-
ings within 10 days after re-
ceiving notice of suspension.
Representatives of f our
faculty and student organiza-
tions voted 9-3 Monday in favor
of a resolution asking the
students m e rely be tem-
porarily suspended, pending
hearings: It asked that the
students be permitted to live
in dormitories and attend class-
es in the meantime.
Several t h ousand dollars,.
damage was done Thursday
when the students, mostly
Negroes, overturned furniture,
damaged equip ment and deli Hardway, first white presi-
scattered records in the ad-dent of the school, recommend.
ministration building. ed the closing.
Bluefield
Dorms
Closed
,
aa..,1111.4,000 
••••100....111.0
BLUEFIELD, W. Va. (UPI)
•-• 
Racially torn Bluefield State
College will reopen Dec. 2 as
a commuter college with the
dormitories closed indefinite-
ly-
The State Board of Educa-
tion, in a closed-door session
In Charleston, Monday voted
unanimously to close the dor-
mitories of the 73-year-old
formerly all-Negro college fol-
lowing the $80,000 bombing of
a college building last Thurs-
day night.
The closing of the dormitories
affected 150 students, all Ne-
groes except a handful of
white men students. The board
said the closing was a means
of easing racial tension ,of
more than two years on the
campus. The do rmitories
house 230 students.
Three Negro students, de-
scribed by the college as lead-
ers of a small group of black
militants, were charged with
felonies in the bombing and
held in lieu of $25,000 bond.
Awaiting grand jury action
on charges of conspiracy to
damage property and lives
were Edgar James, 25, Blue-
field; Nathaniel Johnson, 20,
Crumpler, W. Va., and William
Travis, 21, Willow Grove, Pa.
The statement said Dr. Wen.
YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT STORE
  ARETHA
FRANKLIN
QUEEN OF SOUL
sale 1.29
Aretha, .Memphis-born daughter of a Baptist
pastor, sings "I May Never Get to Heaven,"
"Follow Your Heart," "What a Difference
a Day Made,'' "You Made Me Love You"
and other soul greats. The fantastic blend -
of gospel, blues and jazz in her rich, excit-
ing voice makes this stereo album the out-
standing conttibution from the Queen of
Soul.
R•cord Bar, downtown strew, floor; also Oak
Court and Southland Mail,
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B H
INC.
24$ Vance Ave.
Meiraelas, Telleft
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OCCUPATION — S how cupied the Administration
above are LeMoyne.Owen Building. The students said
College students, who oc- they would remain in the
Student Leaders —Shown
above are some of the stu-
dent leaders who appeared
Mrs. Gwendolyn J. Pondex-
ter, A clerk typist in the
Operation Branch at the
Defense Depot here in Mem-
phis, is shown receiving
eongratulations and a 05.00
savings Bond from Col T.
I. Martin, Commander.
onelia.. •
mem.,
— Shown abo‘e are the Mighty
Geeter High School Drag-
at the confrontation with
the administration of Le-
Moyne-Owen College in the
MTS. Poindexter was select-
ed as the Depot's Zero De-
fects Employee for October.
Her Careful Checking of
Time distribution cards
reduce errors to a
minimum
building until their demands
were met.
wake of a massive boycott
and general student unrest.
(Photo by Continental)
DURING JAMES BROWN's
last visit to Memphis, he
an his band were enter-
tained by Falstaff Regional
representative Weaver
asa
tor"
ow.' Marching Rand on in the Santa Clause Parade.
Main St. as they took part
Dr. Hollis Price president
of Lemoyne-Owen College
gestures to the student
demonstrators during a sit-
in at the college last Mon-
4 .1
The Bluff City Jay Cees
sponsored a danee at Club
Rosewood to raise money
for their Christmas project,
in which they supply
baskets, eloths toys and
Hawkins and Assistant to
the Executive Vice Presi-
dent Allen McKellar. Resent-
ly Soul Brother No 1. cut
several tapes praising Fat-
TIIL MIGHTY SPARTAN
PLAYERS, Chicago's na
tionally recognh..t1 all
black tourIng drama
troupe, has been invited to
Memphis through the corn
day night. Shown lower left
in the above photo is Dr.
Charles Dinkins, second in
command at the 700 stu-
dent college.
anything for the poor. The
welfare dept gives the Jay
Cees the names of needy
people in the Memphis
area. Pictured above are
Members of the organiza-
staff in a most soulful way.
These commercials are
heard daily in Memphis.
Sictured from left are,
George Eline, Walter Baily
blued efforts of Booker T.
Washington High School
and St. T h om a g and St.
Louis Parishes to stage
Westside Story. The Pro-
duction will take place at
IN STUDENT UNION —
While students occupied the
Administration Building in
lion Owens E. Tuggle, Ru-
fus Jones, Senator elect J.-
0. Patterson, Jr., Lewis
Sandridge. and Harrel C.
Moore
Weaver Hawkins James
Brown, Robert "Honey Boy"
Thomas and Allen McKel-
lar.
St. Louis Center on satur
day. Dec. 7th at RANI and
Sunday Dec. 8th, 8:00 p.m
and Monday, Dec. fth at
8:38 s.rn at Rooker T.
Washington High School.
an effort to get their de-
mands, police occupied the
new student union building.
Shown above is one of the
pretty Melrose Majorettes,
who took part in the Santa
bat
Shown above is Santa
Clause as he made his ar-
rival in Memphis. He took
part in the annual parade
given in his honor. He is
Shortly after This picture
was taken police left the
hall.
Clause Parade the Crowd
was estimated at some 90,
000 persons.
.4
seen holding a key to the
city given to him by Mr.
Jack Goldsmith. Santa was
cheered by a crowed of
some 80,800 persons.
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Society
Merry
Go
-round
-"FOR MY PEOPLE . . .
Let a new earth rise. Let
another world be born. Let a '
bloody peace be written in the
sky. Let a second generation
full of courage issue forth,
let a people loving freedom
come to growth, let a beauty
full of healing and a strength
of final clenching be the puls-
ing in our spirits and our
blood. Let the martial songs
be written, let the dirges dis-
appear. Let a race of men
now rise and take control."
Margaret Walker.
Coterie Whirl . . There're
a plenty plans being made for
the upcoming Yuletide Season
. . . the Memphis Co-Ettes
whom were proud to sponsor
are planning their tenth an..
nual Charity Ball to benefit'
the United Negro College
Fund in the Skyway of the
Sheraton-Peabody. We've been
trying to tell you for weeks,
about the ' Bal Africain"
which we attended in Detroit
but somehow it always manag-
es to get the snip of the scis-
sors in the composing. room.
Guess the printers thought
we'd already talked enough (
about it. Well anyhow, the
Co-Ette founder, Mary Agnes
Davis and her Ed were hosts
to His Excellency Sir Rupiah
Bwenzania Banda, Ambassador
of Zambia, West Africa who
was guest of honor at the ball
Which was held in the African
Wing of the Detroit Institute
of Arts. Purpose of the ball
Is to perpetuate the African
Art Collection at the Institute.
We were so intrigued with
the theme and since our Co-
Ettes wanted a theme to point
up, "Black Is Beautiful and
Black Pride," they have
adopted the name "Bal Afri-
cain" for the benefit ball.
Naturelles, African attire along
with Western formals .will be
the accepted wear.
His Excellency Sir Rupiah
spoke at Southwestern last
spring and sent hellos by
yours truly to Mattie Seng-
stacke and Andrewnetta Jones.
Methinks an Afro Ball to gar-
ner African Art for our city's
gallery would be splendid and
could be one of the many me-
morials Memphis plans to the
memory of Dr Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Hope you're still aboard the
'mery go round' we started
talking about the Christmas
Holiday Calendar. The Co-
Ettes' ball wi!) be December
23, in keeping with their
theme they've already engaged
a couple of Africain students.
Ignatius McEssien from Ni.
geria and Anthony Adoboli
from Tcyto to teach them the
"High Life." The young men
are students : t Southwestern.
Memphis Co-Ettes are Gwen
Williamcon, President, Brenda
Batts, Ethel Sengstacke, Te
resa S h ackleford, Barbara
Westbrook s and Charlotte By-
nu m ,who're contestants for
Miss Co-Ette and Wendy Cot--
ley. Beverly Steinberg, Melba
Sartor, Debbie Harris, Karen
Chandler. Kathy Williamson,
Debbie Northcross. Georgette
Robinson, Janice Frazier and
Vera McKinner
And then the Rubaiyats are
planning to h'gin the season
early with a formal Decem-
ber 6, in the Skyway. Rubai-
yats who're really jewels in
the community providing trans-
portation for blind adults to
the Adult Basic Education
Class are Peggy Brewer,
Prexy, Mary Rhodes, Maxine
Shipp Williams, Clara Parker,
Norma Mims, Mattie Little,
Doris Walls, Helen Greene,
Beverly Smith, Lorene Buford,
Anne Curtis, La vonia Deberry,
Erdine Hall, Betty Payne,
Jewel jwalker, Gloria Ward,
Clara Ford and Carolyn King.
And Les Girir are also plan-
ning to dress up the season
with a party. They include
Joyce Pinkston. Evelyn Rob-
ertson, Sarah Chandler, Marie
Bradford, Gladys Reed, Vel-
ma Lois Jones. Maria Pinks-
ton, Modean Thompson, 1) 0 t
Evans. Evie Horton, Elsie
Branch, Gloria Lindsey, De-
lores Lewis, Helen Cooke, and
yours truly.
And then the Sikhs of Mem-
phis plan a champagne cock
tail party and dance at Pey-
ton Place on the sixth. They're
Thaddeus Horne, President
Pedro Suarez, Nathaniel Jack-
ERMA LEE LAWS
son. Harold Wilson, Howard
Robertson, Turner Gilmore,
Jr., Henry Exum, Charles
Flowers, Ed word Foaler, Al-
len Hargraves, Jimmy Mc-
Neely, F r e S chakelford,
James Swe.•:engen. James
Swilling and Dorsey West.
So Forth And So On . .
Dan Hegler has been promot-
ed to the rank of Lt. Colonel
in the United `atates Air Force
He's a Manassas grad!
Pauline Purvear of Nashville
a former Supreme Basileus of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
was here t'other week-end to
share the wealth of her know-
ledge, in producing a Multi•
Ethnic Textbook Conference
You remeber and we're sure
you're planning to attend the
Textbook Conference sponsor-
ed by the AKA's NAACP and
the Tennessee Human Rela-
tions Council December 13-14.
Catherine R J ohnson is -
Chairman of the event. Elma '
Mardis is Basileus of Beta
Epsilon Omtga. Velma Lois
Jones, is Region Director of
the Southeastern Region of the
Sorority, Braxton Bryant is
Director of tile Tennessee Hu-
man Relations Council, Jerry
Fanion is Director for this
Region, J e sse Turner i
President of the NAACP and
Maxine Smith is Executive
Secretary.
Helen Bradford was here re-
cently to visit her parents,
the William Bradfords who
were both hosptalized. They're
, recuperating at home now.
Helen a farmer Memphis
schoolmarm now teaches in
the Windy City
And a dozen long stem roses
to Eslie Malunda who is re-
cuperating at home after sur-
gery at Baptist Melvin Sonda
•
6 4
0
and Melvin, III, are glad to
have her bark at home.
Our friend Elsie Archer,
who reviewed her book, "Let's
Face It" for our Co-Ettes
several years back was on
the Today Show the other
i morning. She's revised her
!book and the jacket features
i a picture of teen-age girls
one wearing u natural no less.
The book offers teenage girls
pointers on good manners,
personality and proper dress.
Don't forget to be generous
to the Co-Ettes for the United
Negro College Fund and to the
Miss Social Bell contestants
for the NAACP. Miss Social
Belle will be crowned Decem-
ber 6, in the Continental Room
of the Sheraton-Peabody.
Civic League
Meets Friday
The Hyde Park-Hollyv;ood
Civic League will hold Its
, monthly meeting on Friday,
night, Nov. 29, at the Civic
League Building on Hunter.
All members are asked to be
present
C.
Mrs.
tary,
Evans
B. Myers is president,
Lillie Mae Bland secre-
and Mrs. Lillie Mae
reporter.
,
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DRAPERIES
TO ENJOY
YEAR ROUND
THE
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Standard 2 or 3 Cush- c ii I I. 
.
Ion Sofa. 1 Cushion W AII t.
Chair. Plain and Print
Fabrics. Samples
", ‘4, 1 i
Shown in the Home. Custom Tailored
Corded Seams, Snap SHOP AT HOME. WE WILLFasteners. Cut and Fit BRING SAMPLES AT YOURin the Home. Easy CONVENIENCE. LOWTerms. PRICES. SEE US BEFORE
DECORATIVE SHADES
YOU BUY.
VENETIAN BLINDS ALL rums
AUSTRIAN SHADES MAY BE PURCHASED
VERTICAL BLINDS ON LONG EASY
RUGS & CARPETS TIRMS SUITING YOUR
SAVE MONEY CONYINIINCI
WILLIAMS
A
SHADE E: AWNING CO.
216 S. Pauline Tel. 216-4431
•
3all ESA PH IS. ONEATEST STOR1
Everyone loves jewelry person-
alized with his or her own
Oils. Pins, necklaces, earrings
and cuff links, all 14K gold plat-
ed. Round pins in small, medium
and large sizes, oval -in small.
and medium. Prices include en-
graving; allow a week for deli-
very.
Pins and necklaces 
 
3.00
Earrings and cuff links   4.00
Caftan,. Annelry, Dowatow% street floor,
also Oak Court and Southland Mali.
Mary E. Robinson
Barbara L. Brooks
Pre-Yule Wedding Set RSV Students Plan
For Mary E. Robinson Fol. Dec. 28
 
Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M.
Robinson of ,111 Bammel an-
nounce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Miss Mary Elizabeth
Robinson, to 'timothy G. Da-
vis of Richmond Ind.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgard Davis, also of
Richmond.
The bride-elect, who reign-
ed as "Miss Manassas" and,
Football Queen in 1965-66, is1
a student at Earlhem College 1
in Richmond. •
While in high school she
was "Teenager of the Week,"
a National Achievement Schol-
arship winner, and a 1966 de-
butante.
At Earlham College, she is
a recipient of a scholarship
award to Rome, Italy, as part
of her college program.
Mr. Davis was graduated
from Richmond Senior High
School in Richmond and is an
insurance e o n sultant with
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company in Richmond.
The wedding will take place
here in Memphis on Decem-
ber 22 at the Antioch Baptist
Church.
BUY U. S. BONDS
Miss Barbara Louise Brooks
will become the bride of Ron-
ald Gerald Williams in a cere-
mony to be held at the Mt.!
Zion Baptist Church on Sun-
day, Dec. 28, with the pastor,
Rev. E. V. McGhee, officiating.
The bride-elect is the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Louise Brooks, and
the prospective groom the
ison of Mrs. Rosie Williams of
2856 Hale.
Miss Brooks is a senior at
Memphis S t a te University
where she is majoring in so-
ciology and a member of Ep-
silon Epsilon chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority.
• •
the Mt. Zion Baptist Church _
where she teaches in the Sun-
day School.
Mr. Williams is a graduate
of Laster High School where'
he was a member of the
marching band.
He is currently attending
Memphis State University on
scholarship end is a past
member of the Memphis State
University marching band.
Mr. Williams is a member
of Beta Xi chapter of Alpha
!Phi Alpha Fraternity and a
I member of First Baptist
'Church Broad Street.
A graduate of Manassas He is employed
High School, she belongs to Bowes Inc.
by Pitney-
t•:*
,
PICK.A•DEAL
1969 'Prices Based on Standard Factory Equipmen•
BISCAYNE REGULARPRICE
2-DOOR
SALE DOWN
PRICE I Payment
$2733 I $2235 $295
4-DOOR $2775 $2268 j $295 
BEL AIR
36
MONTHLY
NOTES
 
$64.39
- —
2-DOOR I $2834 1 $2313 I $295 j $66.99
4-DOOR I $2876 I $2346 I $295 1 $68.09
IMPALA
SPORT COUPE I $3016 1 $2450 1 $295 1 $71.54
4-DOOR 
 I $2999 I $2443 I $295 I $71.31
STATION WAGON ! $3446 I $2793 I $295 1 $82.98
CAPRICE
CUSTOM COUPE
4-DOOR HARDTOP
CHEVELLE
I $3383 1 $2750 1 $295 1 $81.49
I $3435 1 $2793 1 $295 1 $82.98
300 DELUXE COUPE 1 $2538 I $2184 1 $295 1 $62.61
NOMAD WAGON 1 $2752 1 $2361 I $295 1 $68.57
MALIBU
SPORT COUPE I $2681 1 $2300 I $295 1 $66.55
4-DOOR
CAMARO
SPORT COUPE
CHEVY H NOVA
I $2647 1 $2274 $295 1 $65.72
$2718 $2332
2-DOOR
4-DOOR
5295 $67.62
$2310 1 $1995 1 $295 I $56.43
1 S2340 1 $2030 1 $295 S57.59
H EliF1 367 UNION 527-44712989 SUMMER 323-5594
'
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Or. Fager Grumbling Edges Jaguars 34-32
Named 'Horse For Tie Of SWAC Championship
Of The Year'
NEW YORK 
— (UPI) —
Tartan Stable's Dr. Fager,
who set track world and
weight
-carrying records during.
1968, was hailed as "Horse
of the Year" and well as
champion in three other di-
visions Tuesday in the 33rd
annual poll.
The unprecedented sw e ep
of honors also acclaimed Dr.
Fager as the best handicap
horse, the best sprinter and
the best grass horse.
The 4-year-old Florida
-bred
colt, now retired to stud,,
was a unaimous choice for thel
over-all championship, receiv-
ing the maximum 200 points,
possible Damascus, who hand-,
ed Dr. Fager his only defeat
during the year, was runner-
up with 79 points.
•
Voted champions in the other
racing divisions were: Steven
B. Wilson's 'rep Knight, best
2
-year-old colt or gelding and!
best 2-year-old, King Ranch's
Gallant Bloom, best 2-year
old filly; Greentree Stable's
State Door Johnny, best 3-year-
old colt or gelding; Lloyd I.
Miller's Dark Mirage, best
3-year-old filly and best 3-year-
old; William Haggain Perry's
Gamely, best handicap filly
or mare; and Mrs. Theodora
A. Randolph's Bon Nouvel,
best jumper.
Dr. Fager won seven of eight
races during the year. He set
a world record of 1:32 1-5 for
the mile under 134 pounds in
the Washington Park Handi-
cap. He tied the track record
of 1:59 3-5 under 132 pounds
in winning the Suburban Handi-
cap at P. mile at Aquaduct
and set a track record of 1:20
1-5 for seven furlongs under
139 pounds while winning the
Vosburgh Handicap, also at;
Aqueduct.
Dr. Fager did not carry less
than 130 pounds in any of
his races and, in his only:
venture over a grass crouse,I
carried 134 pounds to victory
in the United Nations Handi-
cap at Atlantic City.
The son of Rough 'N Tum-
ble-Aspidirstra ended his rac-
ing career over three seasons
with 18 victories in 22 starts,
Two seconds and one third.
The Johnny Nerud trained colt
won $1,002,642.
SHOW YOUR
BLACK PRIDE
By BENNIE THOMAS
BATON ROUGE, La. —
Grambling College came out
of the big Southwestern Ath-
letic Conference football battle
with Southern University by a
two
-point margin here Satur-
day afternoon with the Jaguars
passing up an opportunity to
send the game into a tie by at- 1
tempting a placement conver-
sion instead of going for two
in the fourth quarter.
With 8:39 left in the game,
Southern's Simon Profit bulled
in with a one-yard touchdown
to make the score 34-32 with
Grambling enjoying the edge.
The stage was perfectly
set for a two-point try, but the
choice to kick was the surprise 1
decision, and the boot sailedI
wide with the Tigers winning .
by the two-point difference.,
Jaguar head Coach Bob
Smith said after the game
that "The kids became fright-
ened when the Grambling de-
fense started to yell out watch,
for the trick." With the futile'
kick attempt resulting.
Southern's M a rk Sample
sent the Jaguars into a first
quarter 3-0 lead with his first
of four ifeld goals, a 31-year
dandy.
and it was Samples' kicking
mastery which kept the Jag-
uars abreast of the Tigers
scoring as he booted field goals;
of 31, 6, 41, and 35 yards to;
leave a packed press box of!
professional scouts awe-striken.!
Samples is a junior.
Both teams scored in each
of the quarters. The first!
quarter ended with Gramb-
ling leading 7-6. and Southern'
held a 15-13 halftime lead.
Grambling scored 14 points
in each the third and fourth
periods while the Jaguars
tacked up milt points in the
third and baked it up with
nine in the fourth.
The Tigers moved into a
share of the SWAC champion-
ship with Alcorn College with
the victory, viith a possible
three-way cup up looming de-
pending on tha outcome of the
Houston, Tex., battle Satur-1
day night between Texas!
Southern, the team which could'
share with a ',sin, and Prairie
View.
Jaguar s pe e dster Louis
Porter, who made the Jaguar
stadium turf his own personal
"salt flats," started his she-
nanigans early.
When he supplied the punch
to ignite a 64-yard Southern
march following the opening
kick off which bogged down on
the Grambling 15-yard line.
Porter, with 33 yards on
four carries in the drive along
with a• 34-yaro pass from
quarterback Willie Johnson,
launched the offensive which
,landed the ball within range
lfor Samples' 31-yard field
goal,
Grambling came up with a
31-yard scoring pass from
James Harris to Frank Lewis
.wIth Calvin Lewis adding the
point after to go ahead after
six minutes 01 play in the
game.
And the Tigers capped a
73-yard second quarter with
a five-yard touchdown by Virgil
Robinson to go ahead 13-6 MI
the second quarter.
Samples had kept the JaC
uars within hailing distancel
with two field goals before the
second Grambling touchdown.
The Jaguars used only 1:26
seconds to score nine points
in the second period.
Gaining possession with 1:33.
left in the first half, Johnson!
and Porter combined on a
9I-yard pass play which car-
.
Tiger's
•line then quarterback Robert
Bennett hit end Aaron Heard
with a seven-yard pass to go
with a two yard pick-up by
Porter to leave the ball on
the Grambling 25.
Enter Johnson again as
quarterback, and with Harold
Carmichael trying desperate-
ly to shake a pair of defenders
in the end zone, Minden fresh-
man end Lee Hudson eluded
his coverage, and pulled down,
a 25-yard scoring heave from
Johnson. Samples attempted'
conversion was blocked and.
Grambling's lead was cut to
13-12 with 16-seconds left in
the half.
•
Jaguar linebacker Harold
McLinton pounced on a way-
ward Grambang fumble with
seven seconds remaining, and
Samples' third field goal of the
first half—a 41-yarder—sent
the Jaguars into the lead by
15-13 at the half.
Grambling started the second
half with an on-side kick which,
worked for them, with the
Tigers getting the ball at the
Southern 34 yard line.
And in seven plays and an
interference call which left
the ball at the Southern one—
yard line, Tiger fullback Henry
Jones bulled to a one—yard
touchdown with Lewis adding
the Pat to give Grambling a
20-15 lead.
But alert Jaeuar linebacker
James Fair intercepted a Har-
ris pass on !the Grambling 42-
line, and with fullback Simon
Profit and Porter making,
shambles of the middle of
the Grambline line, Porter
fournd a hole for a needed
three yards to scoring ter-
ritory for a 21-20 Jaguar lead.I
And the margin took a two-
point move up when Joe Wil-
liams found Hudson in the end
zone for a two point pass and
a 23-20 Jaguar advantage.
Grambling's Jones rambled
to a nine yard touchdown !
[just before the third period
Farr Operation Today
DETROIT — (UPI) —The De- Mel Farr, without whom the
troit Lions' offense is scheduled Lions' offense has been able to
for knee surgery. produce just three touchdowns
over 23 quarters of National
Football League play, is slated.
for an operation today to repair
cartilage damage to his left
knee. He will be lost for the du-
ration of the season.Rafale Argentina Filly The Detroit halfback, who a
;leading the NFL in rushing prior
• •
'to his injury Oct. 27, thus joinsCaptures Aqueduct Feature 'Chicago's Gale Sayers as the
NEW YORK — (UPI) Darby I
Dan Farm's Rafale, champion
3-year-old filly in Argentina last
year, finally made her Ameri-
can debut at Aqueduct Tuesday
and drove to a head victory in
the $15,000 featured allowance
purse.
The daughter of Court Har-
well, who wet seven of her 10
starts in South America last
year, had been scratched out of
a few races prior to Tuesday's
race in which she caught and
past Jaikyl in the last few strid-
es.
Eton Tie was third in the mile
race, six lengths behind the
leaders.
Braulio Baeza rode Rafale
who raced fifth in the early
stages of the event and moved
into second place behind Jaikyl
on the final turn.
Jaikyl led by only a head at
the start of the final straight-
away and pulled a w a y to a
length lead half way through
the stretch. Bin Rafale showed
her championship form ! and
came on again strongly to fin-
ish the race in 1:36.
Rafale was a strong favorite
and paid $3.60. $3.00 and $2.80
across the hoard while Jaikyl
returned $4.40 and $3.60 Eton
Tie paid $4.00.
Angel Corder°, in a battle
with Alvaro Pineda for the 1968
Jockey championship, had a
sexing day.
Cordero and Pineda, who is
riding at Bay Meadows in Cali-
fornia, each started the after-
noon with 28? winners. Cordero
failed to add to his total al-
though he fitushed second in
four races.
College Draft Jan. 28
NEW YORK —(UPI) — The ers will be selected
1969 college player draft of the As of last Sunday, the Phila-
National and American Foot-. delphia Eagles of the NFL and
hall Leagues will be held at the; the worst percentage in the
Belmont Plaza Hotel beginning! pros with an 0-12 record and
Tuesday, Jan. 28, it was an-seem likely to get the first pick
nounced Tuesday by commis- of this year's college crop.
stoner Pete Rozelle.
The 26 professional teams
ail draft in the inverse order
of the combined 1968 standings
of the AFL and NFL, except
that the winner of the Jan. 12
Super Bo w I championship
game will draft last and the
loser next-to-last regardless of
their won-lost percentage.
There again will be 17 rounds
and only athletes who have
completed their football eigi-
bilitY will be selected. This is
the third combined selection of
the AFL and NFL and 442 play-
second No. 1 runner to be felled
lby knee trouble this season. Say-
ers underwent surgery three
weeks ago to correct more ser-
ious torn knee ligaments.
Since the injury, the Lions
have gone 0-4-1 including a span
of 14 football quarters when only
the Detroit defense was able '
produce points aside from an (lc
casional field goal. That streak
was broken th:ee games ago.
Farr thus ends the se a son
with 597 yards gained by runn-
ing 128 times plus an additional
24 passes for 375 yards after
going into the San Francisco
game with a league-leading 490
yards rushing and 332.
The decisior by the Lions
-comes, or perhaps was prompt-
ed by, after Nick Eddy demon-
'strated his ability to take pun-
ishment on a bad right knee
which delayed his NFL debut
for one and one-half seasons.
Head coach Joe Schmidt had
hoped to combine Farr and Ed-
dy into a Detroit "dream back-
field."
"I don't think we'll be seeing
that combination this year,"
Schmidt said prophetically in
the Detroit dressing room last
Sunday after the Lions and
New Orleans Saints played to
a 20-20 standoff.
- -a
You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get More At
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL
±FISHER
1925 UNION • 275-1143
ended to give the Tigers a
27-23 edge aler Lewis' con-
version.
But Samples booted the
Jaguars right back into the
thick of the fight with a 44-
yard field goal on the first
play of the fourth period to
leave Southern trailing by one.
point 27-26 with 14:55 left in
the game.
Jones was again a Tiger
untouchable as he climaxed a
20 yard drive by going the
remaining six yards to score,
with Lewis conversion making
it 34-26 with Grambling lead-
ing.
But the Jaguars came back
to nearly match the offensive
thrust of tha Tigers as Por-
ter, Ken Ellis, Profit and Joe
Williams took turns in a march
which netted '19 yards, with
Profit going for one yard to
score with 8.39 remaining in
the game and the Jaguars
•trailing by a 34-32 margin.
The spot was tailored for a
two-point conversion attempt.
But the decision was for the
boot from placement instead.
And it was wide as Grambling
led by a 34-32 margin.
The game was the finale
of the regulai season for each
team. Southein finished the
year with 3 4-6 record while
Grambling ended with an 8-2
and a piece of the SWAC cham-
pionship.
THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU
No. 1-3471 Poplar at Highland
No. 2-1471 Florida at Parkway
No. 4-549 South Parkway East
No. 6-661 Chelsea
No. 7-4289 Macon Rd.
No. 11—.452 E. Shelby Drive
No. 9...2219 Florida
And You Receive Qualih Stamps
Serving You With Fine Friods 
No. 10-1478 National
No. 1 2 — 3152 Johnson
No. 14-4701 Highway SI So
No. 1 5 —2.481 Dwight Rd.
No. 17-4571 Quince
No. 26-5205 Highway 61 S.
No. 27-1693 Lauderdale
—in the entire Mid-South,
where it's ALWAYS a clear
and pleasant 72 degrees!
THE MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST
CHRISTMAS GIFT SELECTIONS
*51 STORES*
Christmas is art exciting adventure at SOUTHLAND MALL! —
the ONLY shopping center in the entire area that offers 51
stores on an enclosed, weather-proof, comfortably-heated Mall!
All this, plus comfortable benches, fabulous Yuletide decora-
tions, plenty of free parking and cordial, smiling service in the
stores make SOUTHLAND MALL the favorite shopping place!
—from 71 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day,
except Sunday. He has a gift for
every child.
Southland Mall—U.S. Highway 51, South—at Shelby Drive
3
9
6
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Sports Horizon
TOE ALLOWS REPEAT
Christian Brothers sucesa-
fully defended tis City Cham-
pionship tha k to the unerring
toe of John Fox Nobs of the
Tell it to
HARRY
Here's your chance to give
your opinions on sports to
Harry Thompson. formerly
with the Los Angeles Rams,
now sales specialist for Old
Charter
Today's question:
Who would you select as the Deter do.
fensise end. Deacon Jones of the L.A.
Rams, or W alit Davis of the Green Bag
Packers?
Rardia
Madden.
businessman
My pick is
Willie Davis of
the Packers.
He's a more
consistent play-
er than Jones.
And Davis
played a big
part to help the
Packers win the
championship.
Leonard A.
Dockery,
automobile
mechanic
I go with the
experts. Profes-
sional scouts,
coaches and
players say
Willie Davis
and so do I.
LeRoy Smith.
truck driver
I'11 give you a
simple answer.
Willie Davis. In
my opinion, he
is just the bet-
ter player, that's-
all.
Robert Jones.
businessman
Willie Davis.
He's got more
speed, he's got
more agility.
And that's what
I think a really
great defensive
end has to have.
Speed and
agility.
Something there's
no question about
OLD
CHARTER
is
Kentucky's
Finest
Bourbon.
Classified Ad
Section
BUSINESS FOR SALE
GROCERY - 729 S. Parkway E.
Doing Large Volume of Business
Fixtures include ice cream box, drink
bon. large meat cooler and big welk-
in cooler. Also rental apt, now rent-
ing for 1175.00 per month. Ideal lo-
cation. Entire property can be had
for g25.000 with witiventional financ-
ing.
Clarence Perry 535-0929
946-6421
Bair's Realty Co.
27 N. Cleveland
275-3351 942-0244
HOMES YOB SALE-
1012 ROLAND
Bear Roselle School. Exceptionally
nice 3 13DR31. Brick Extra large
DR. Eat-tn kitchen. Pretty tile bath.
Large basement. Perraanest stairs to
at*.
LOUISE WILSON 743-6923
D W. McLEMOR11 CO. 527-113711
Lie, Realtor SI Madison
NEGRO HISTORY
10 VOL. NEGRO HERITAGE
LIBRARY
10 VOL. NEGRO LIFE AND
HISTORY
Need several experienced males people
to work In Tr1-111ate area Top Com-
mie/dos, Call Mr. Thomas Peoples—
Ruoesmess st Pers10 loll 9 Mr.
Antrilti mei are sinew Inre etre
-ssorygne QUAL isusineinnei I we ins
pea 06 leIlv GNI oriessme inmost
DeMeeleseyoM ear pennwriters mew
-•11 Immo. 'NYM BIONDI
17,000 fans who showed up to
watch the CBHS—Melrose
confrontation for the MIAA
title in Memorial Stadium had
reasons to believe CBHS had
much of a chance to take the
lead on Fox': boot since it
would measure out to be 39
yards.
And besides being out of the
average range of high school
placekickers it was to be Fox's
first attempt st kicking three
pointers. "It is going to be
faked." "It is just a despera-
tion try." The grandstand
quarterbacks were never more
wrong as Fox stepped into the
pigskin, and with his powerful,
leg kicked the football through
the uprights to hand Melrose
a bitter 3-0 setback.
Melrose wen; into the game
with a clean slate, undefeated
in 10 games. A victory would
have been the topping for a
me season, and had the Bro-
thers lost, they had already
surprised everybody by coming
from one win and two losses
after their first three games
to win the 3-A League crown
and defeat Hamilton in the
Red Division playoff game. It
didn't turn out according to
the form sheet but instead the
defeat was inflicted upon Mel-
rose, the team that had the
most to lose.
A lot of credit is due the
Purple Wave defense which
hemmed in Melrose's jack
rabbit backs most of the even-I
ing. Passing by both teams left!
much to be desired. Ironically
it was two key receptions by
CBHS that kopt a sputtering
drive alive which allowed the
Brothers to setup the winning
field goal in the last two
minutes of the game. Mel-
rose, with no one in its back-
field over ,5-9, found it difficult
hitting Golden Wildcat receiv-
ers. Quarterback Larry Per-
kins, usually an adequate
thrower, found most of his
passes straying far off the
mark. For about a three min-
ute spell in the second quarter
both teams waged a battle
of long interceptions while go-
ing for the long bomb.
Coach Eldridge Mitchell ex-
pected a tough game and
got just that - however, the 4111111.111" 411101111" 41111.110" 411111110" 41111111110.4111111111111*
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'Aristocrat Of Bands'
Is Seen On Television
NASHVILLE — The Tennes-
see A. & I. State University
Marching Band appeared on
National telet igloo last Sun-
day, during the half-time show
for the Cincinnati Bengals vs.
the Oakland Raiders football
game
The National Broadcasting
Company carried the game
and the half-time show live
into the waiting hands of Roger
Caby who followed a wall of
blockers superbly for a 45-
yard touchdown. Frank Favaz-
za knotted the score with his
place kick.
Frustrated and bothered by
the Byrne pass rush John
Jones barely got off a flip to
Smith who outraced the pursu-
ing defenders to complete the
70-yard scoring play with the
scoreboard clock showing less
than two minutes to play.
Smith tallied his third TD
on the game's last play. Dick-
ens faumbled deep in Byrne
territory to set up the South
Side score.
The Beale Street Elks'
George Whitney, chairman of
the game selecteing committee,
was pleased with the reception
the fans gave the two hustling
elevens. Whitney, a former
footballer himself at St. Ausus.
tine is anxious to improve the
image of the city's oldest bowl
game.
The Blues Bowl have drawn
from Nippert Stadium of the
University of Cincinnati. The
band performed during the
pre-game show also.
According to Frank T. Greer,
Director of University Baods,
this was the fifth time the
Tennessee S t ate Marching
Band has appaared on network
television in half-time show.
Known as the "Aristocrat
of Bands", the band also ap-
peared on national television
in the parade of the inaugura-
tion of President John F. Ken-
nedy.
The I25-member band with
its 15 dancing majorettes also
performed November 21 in the
annual Blues Bowl in Memphis.
Assistant directors working
with Mr. Greer are Benjamin
Butler, Daniel Owens, and Rob-
ert A. Miller. Mrs. Carrie
Gentry is director of major-
ettes,
capacity crowds with some of
this area's best teams pro-
viding the action. In recent
years the crowds have tailed
off. Not enough consideration
for the participating schools,
poor promotion, and excessive
pre-game-and half-time festi-
vities are among the criticisms
that fans havi ahd of the
Blues Bowl. la the future Whit-
ney says that his organization
would like to be able to com-
pete with any bowl group for
the top teams
MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Loca3. truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY=
Melrose mentor will probably
ponder all winter long what
he did or did not din August
that might haunt him until
next fall.
EXCITING BLUES BOWL
From halftime on. the 30th
annual Blues Bowl picked up
steam and reached a heart
throbbing climax as South
Side scored two of three touch-
downs which were corwded
into the final three minutes to
downs which were crowded
Byrne, 28-14, last Friday night
before a p proximately 3,500
fans. The two teams, appear-,
ing in the charity classic for i
the first time, left the field at
halftime deadlocked 7-7. South
Side drew first blood on its
opening drive which ate up
66 yards. Despite a jarring Satisfaction
tackle Irvin Norvell held on to Guoronte•d
an eight-yard pass for the score
in the end zone. A fumble by
South Side was recovered
by the Red Knights on the
nine, and three plays later
Tommy Dickens knifed in from
I
Anthony's
WIG MFG. OUTLET OF MEMPHIS, Inc.
READY TO
WEAR
WIG
Completely Styled
in a variety of
the Latest Styles
ANY COLOR
00 A Groupof 100while they
los,
100% Human Hair s We Use British Netting Only!
Anthony's Mdse. Co. of Memphis, Inc.
At intermission the fans were Hewes 9 te leisMEMMIll I
treated to some fine entertain- illoweres Ceikerles's Stem Skop Weds /res.
ment from the Tennessee A&I se11111111.44111111weieneweall1111.411111111iss 4111111111111.4111111110.
State Marching Band. The
band performed last Sunday
at the half of the Oakland—Ben-
gals game in Cincinnati.
The hard knocking defensive
struggle continued in the score-
less third quarter before South
Side took a 14-7 lead in the
fourth period on a neat 40
yard scamper down the side-
line by Nemaid Smith. Bishop
Byrne got South Side in the
hole with a punt that was
downed on the Scrapper two.
Getting the ball back with
good field position Dickens
dropped a slick screen pass
the two in the second quarter. is 1996 Union Ave. Phone 218-7424
fraaaasaaamemaimpasaamamaa•aa
• I - MINUTE AUTOMATIC I
: CAR WASH $ 25.•••
. .
 Effective November 29 1 9 6 5 a
8 A.M.-6 P.M.U m
• se .. Sao. $12S Monday IaUII Set Open ft A M to 6 P.M. thru aa us. Ooes 1 A.14. to 2 P IA.
II •Friday 
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH ••
• 3100 Summar at Baltic alamaam••aasamaisasamenaar
mom sip pgeor tryt some. Disiiitio INC sosrom sass
BAKING HENS11150
SWIFT'S PREMIUM LONG ISLAND DUCKLINGS
FANCY DUCKSu 590
ALMOST BONELESS BOSTON BUTT SHOULDER LEAN
PORK ROAST LB 490
'Poverty
Probe
Slated
By GENE BERNHARDT
WASFIINGTON — (UPI) —
Rep. Carl D. Perkins, D-Ky.,
said Tuesday House investiga-
tors would examine antipov-
erty programs in a dozen ma-
jor cities following disclosure
that federal funds in one such
program wers used to bay
guns and narcotics for a Chi-
cago street peg.
Perkins, chairman of the
House educ item and labor
committee, said he agreed to
a request by Rep. Albert H.
Quie, R-Minn., second-ranking
GOP member of the commit-
tee, to have staff investigators
representing both parties con-
duct the inquiry.
Both men said the intention
was to "evaluate" rather than
investigate the effectiveness
of community action programs
administered by the Office of
Economic Opportunity.
Republicans en the commit-
tee asked earlier this year
that the local programs be
examined because of reports
of misuse of federal funds. One
Incidence was turned up last
summer when a senate com-
mittee was trial that the Black-
stone Rangers. a Chicago street
gang, used a federal grant
under a community action pro-
gram to buy guns to fight a
rival gang and to buy nar-1
cotics that was used in churchi
parties. The 0E0 has since;
stopped financing that pro-i
gram.
Perkins said the investiga-
tors will look into programs
inow operating in Los Angeles,
:Seattle, San Francisco, San'
Diego, San Antonio, Houston,'
New Orleans, Nashville, Phila-
delphia. Pittsburgh, Indiana-
polis and New Haven, Conn.
- -
AUTO SUPPLY CO.
DAVID M. IROSENBERG
Customer Satisfaction
for over 30 YEARS
Radios will be given away FREE
Look for winners names in tills paper
263 Chelsa at 5th-527-7307
This Week's Maser
WARDELL VOUNG
549 N. Third Street
OPEN-NITES-SUNDAYS '
AND HOLIDAYS
QUALITY STAMPS TO SAVE YOU MORE'!'
NEW! DEEP BASTED
16 TO 20 LB.
TURKEY 4 30
A NEW PERFECTION OF JUICINESS
111110100%/1.11/1104011~011~1401401.1110110110
000GEN-16 TO 20 LB. AVG. BROADBREASTED U.S. GRADE 'A'
PRIME TURKEYB350
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Magicians Face Tough Morehouse
In Season Opener This Saturday
Morehouse of Atlanta, one,
of the toughest outfits in' the'
Southern Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Conference, invades Mem-
phis this Saturday, Nov. 30,
to help the Magicians of Le-
Moyne-Owen College open
their basketball season in
Bruce Hall. Game time is t
o'clock.
The Magicians return to the
Bruce Hall floor Monday
night, Dec. 2, to face a well-
oiled Alumni machine fea-
turing two former LeMoyne
standouts in David Gaines of
Detroit and James (Sweet!
Pea) Sandridge of Memphisi
Gaines starred with the Harlem!
Globetrotters a f ter leaving'
LeMoyne.
There'll be very little rest
for the Magicians becausei
they'll tackle Christian Bra,
thers College at CBC, Wednes-I
day, Dec. 4. Rust of Holy post is being waged by HerbertSprings, Miss, will invade Carter, the 6-2 sophomoreBruce Hall, Monday, Dec. 9, she.rp-shooter from Montgomand Fisk of Nashville wll ery, Ala., and Jerry Dover, atry out the Memphians here tricky 5-7 sophomore guardDec. 13. from Owen College who sharp-
No predictions have he ened his cage teeth at Mel-
made by LeMoyne-Owen Coach rose High.Jerry Johnson and his assist.I Both. coaches are high on
ant, Robert Grider, but bothl Edward Hoskins, a versatile
men appear satisfied with theiri 6-5 sophomore forward who
prospects. starred at Owen after a stand-
Three veterans, almost etc- out performance with the Mel-
tain starters, are Bill Meggett, rose Golden Wildcats.
the 5-11 senior guard who was The seventh man who will
captain, playmaker and high see plenty of action is John
scorer last season; Willie Tay- Blair, a 6-5 sophomore center
or, the 6-8 senior center from from Montgomery, Ala. He
Byhalia, Miss, who stands out stood out last season as a
In the rebound department, and: marksman and rebounder.
Jackie Robinson, the 6-3 junior Coach oJhnson will be ableforward w h o s tarred at to draw from .three other up-
Hamilton High before entering; per-classmen, Samuel Bache-
LeMoyne. !kr, 6-3 senior forward from
A battle for the other guard! Cincinnati; Willie Parks, 5-10
The Brothers, Inc.
are haying their
3rd ANNIVERSARY DANCE
Friday evening,
the twenty-ninth of November 1968 from ten until
MUSIC BY
Gene" Bowlegs" Miller
Club. Rosewood
Free bottles of champagne given away
Admission $2.00 $1.00 at the door for set-ups
MAGICIANS READY FOR
ACTION — Seven mem-
bers of the LeMoyne-Owen-
College basketball squad
who will see plenty of ac-
tion this season are kneel.
senior guard from Woodstock,'
and LeRoy LeFlore, 6-2 junior
guard from Carthage, Miss.
The four freshmen seeking
recognition are Larry Craw- -
ford, 6-4 center, and Melvin
Tuggle, 6-foot guard, both
from Capl eville; T. W.
Hayslett, 6-3 forward from
Manassas High. and Zeh Thom-
as, 6-2 forward from Philadel-
phia, Pa.
DEFENDER
lag, left to right: Herbert
Carter, Jerry Dover and
William Meggett, and stand-
ing, left to right: John
Blair, Edward Hoskins,
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD SI ORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR At Menclennall)
M1DTOWN-1620 MADISON
FGLAD RED MONTESI
Trash Fabric
Bags 1 Softner
11 COUNT
rNEW CROP FLORIDA4 Oranges
MORTO 1/4 1/4 FO FROZEN MORTON FROZEN
Dinner !Apple
20 OZ.
11 OZ. PKG. Pies
2 69*i 2 PKG. 49*
sot. 350
MUM
tow.'. I
-111180 ROLL
29* 
FREI MONTESI
Mayonals
'1111SON
OR TAMALES0`:. Chilli
154 01. CANWITH :0
25*::.
WESSON
Veg. Oil
2 LIMIT
14 Cl. BOTTLE 16*
LIM'S GARDEN
Mix Veg.
17 01 . CAN
TIDE
GIANT SIZE
AJAX
40 OZ. BOX
LEAN & MEATY
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
Plg Feet •
TAILS , AND MAWS 1.11. 19*
1.4
Pork LoiriLB.53*Eil
ENDS AMP CENTER CUT MIXED
FRED _MONTESI
WITH COUPON
Tide X-K 25*
Ajax 110
With coupon and 13.00 addition•I purchase, •mcluding
volu• of coupon merchandfs• (fresh milk products and•
telsoexo also excluded la compliance with' •pare Jaw).
Coupon expirerWimineselet noon Dec drh. 19611. ONE
coupes' per family me. week.
MONTt SI
IN BLACK PAGEANT —
Miss Mary Parker, a for-
mer student at Douglass
High School, is a partici-
pant in the National Black
Beauty Pageant to be tele-
vised from Chicago this
winter and she is seen here
with Jim Brown at the
world premiere of MGM's
'The Split" in Chicago. Lo-
cal girls are invited to join
the contest by sending
Jackie Robinson and Willie
Taylor, T h e Magicians
open here in Bruce Hall
this Saturday night, Nov.
30, against Morehouse of
their name, age, address
and phone number to Linda
Valentine Modeling Club,
1411 S. Ashland, Chicago,
Illinois, 60608 . The top
three M e mphis contes-
tants will be invited to
compete in the National
Black Pageant. Miss Par-
ker may be contacted
at 1442 Lambert in Mem-
phis.
Tommy Grant
SEE
TOMMY GRANT
FOR YOUR
TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS
Tommy Grant, one of Memphis' outstanding sales-
men, wishes to express his appreciation and thanks
to his many friends and customers. He invites YOU
to come see him...You'll Go First Class...All the Way!
New Cars! Used Cars!
Trucks ,too!
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
Over 20 1968 Impala 2-cloor
Hardtops with air condi-
tioning and power options
Low mileage and under
warranty.
1968
DEMONSTRATORS
Impala and Caprice Hard-
tops and Sedans...most
with air conditioning and
other wanted options.
Cy eat buys here!
CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE BANK FINANCING
Atlanta. Their second game
will be Monday night, Dec.
2, against an Alumni team
featuring two former Le-
Moyne stars, David Gaines
IN SOCIAL BELLE RACE
— Linda J. McCalpin of
Carver High School is one
of the entries in the
NAACP-sponsored " Miss
Social Belle' contest which
will be climaxed with a
Page 13
of Detroit and James
(Sweet Pea) Sandridge of
Memphis. The Magicians
will be at CBC on Wednes-
day night, Dec. 4.
,
Coronation Ball on the night
of Dec. 6 at the Sheraton-
Peabody Hotel. Cash priz-
e," will be presented to the
young ladies finishing in
the top five.
ATHAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • MOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON AIL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 IL 176 SEAL STREET IA 64300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
112.164.16S REALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL M 644,50
THE
NEGRO HERITAGE
LIBRARY
Givas them th• answers Misr need
the truth they deserve
10-volume
ENCYCLOPEDIA of education
The time for dreaming, for patient waiting and impatient
hoping are long past. The real future is here now, today.
Are we giving our children the tools and weapons they
must have to go forward?
They deserve to know ... they must know the complete,
glorious story of their past and their heritage. And here,
at last, in the NEGRO HERITAGE LIBRARY, are the min-
ing pages of history . . . the long-hidden, long-sup-
pressed pages . . . the amazing story of the Negro's
contributions to culture and history.
FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
The Bata Company, Inc.
1329 Mullion Avenue — Suite 211
Memphis, Tem. SS104
Please send me full details and description Of the Negro !
Heritage Library ... I am in no way under obligation.
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE 
ZIP CODE 
Please pr;ni clearly
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(AN YOU USE
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1 AEW Open House Page American Education Weekwas celbratetl during the weak
of Nov. 10 through U. The
.Melrose High School Parents
— 
Teachers Association spon-
sored open house and enter-
tained guests last Wednesday..
, The president of the Melrose'
PTA is Mrs. Ercille Jackson.'
Floyd M. Campbell is the
principal and Mrs. Millie
Scott is publicity director.
--
t
GREAT
SCOTCH!
You're right...
it's light!
IOWND 86 PROOF 100c, BLENDED SCOTCH
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR BOSTON
DISTILLER INC BOSTON. MASS.
HALLOWEEN CARNIVAL
— 
Members of the Good-
will Boys Club of Memphis
are seen chatting with di-
rector James S. McCalla
before venturing out for
tricks and treats. The
children were given prizes
at the club before leaving
for home.
Medics For Sharper
REACHING FOR TREATS
— Reaching in for treats
at one of several booths set
up at the Goodwill Boys
('Iub at 903 Walker are
some of the members :—
Assisting r e gular staff •
members were Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity mem-
bers.
Eye On New Cosmetics Phi Beta Sigmas Help
The Amerii. an Medical As ducts increasingly used by bothtirritating proauct. 
sociation (AMA) says the dan- 
men and women soon may Lazar says nail hardeners At Boys/ Club Carnivalprom pt congressional action, i and hair dyes also have ca us-
some of the beauty pro- The sale of cosmetics, which!ed 
injury to some users. .
—
includes such items as cleans- i The Goodwill Boys Club at with a visit to the -Old Haupt-
ing creams, powder puffs, eye: Walker ave. held its annual' ed House." The boys spent
th--- ! stringent controls over the cosmakeup and face lotions, 
The AMA adds that more
!
 903
. Halloween Carnival on thei free tickets at the different
taled $830 million in 1967 and metics industry are likely in: night of the spooky holiday booths set up on the PlaY7
$783 million in 1966, according .1969. And they are backed up 1, and aiding in the activities ground, and the movie was
to the AMA. . by an official of the federal: as one of its service projects shown at another playground.
* • * Food and Drug Administra- was Phi Beta Sigma Fraterni-
Bennie King, president... of
But a participant in an AMA tion (FDA).
J. Kenneth Kirk associate' 
ty members.
Phi Beta Sigma, said, "ThisThe Sigmas, along with the
regular B o ys Club staff, 
year, as every year, it was
manned several booths and truly
 a unique experience."...
ger in
Shop Big Star..
" Where You're
Always
Among Friends"
1 QUALITY STAMPS
Favorite
Gift
Stamp
Of
Mid-
America
seminar on the safety of cos-
metics cautions that some toi-
letries, particularly c e rtain
soaps, have made some women
sensitive to sunlight and they
develop rashes and itches.
Dr. Paul Lazar, assistant
professor of de-matology at the
Northwestern University Medi-
cal School says some consum-
ers have become "persistent •
light reactors," in that they re-
main sensitive to sunlight,
even after they stop using the
commissioner for compliance
for the FDA, says the federal
body would like to spend more
time studying the composition
of cosmetics.
He adds that "if the FDA
agreement oo what the bill
ought to be" there will be sig-
nificant legislation introduced
in Congress next year that
may extend FDA jurisdiction.
over toiletry and cosmetics
products. The Carnival began at dusk
distributed c n n dy, apples.
oranges and other prizes to
boys winning at different
games. ,
The Sigmas also aided in the
presentation of the movie
"Valley of the Dragons," and
helped patrol the area outside
the club.
Other members of the
ternity on hand to help in *
excitement w ere Clarence
Cleaves, vice president; Lon-
nie Wilson, business manager;
Michael P a i ge, secretary;
Harold H e ndricks, Freddie
Anderson, Otis Clark, Anthony
Keys, Sherman Yates, .1.-13.
Paine and Kenneth Robi-nson
Army Ship Gets Merit Citation
Men of the U.S. Army vessel, Lt. Colonel
John U. D. Page, stand at attention while
Colonel Robert W. Shidler, commanding of-
ficer of the U.S. Army Ttansportation Com-
mand, attaches a campaign banner on the
unit's colors. The crew recently received
the Meritorious Unit Commendation for
outstanding service in the Republic of Viet-
nam.
a O..
4 WNEft
1111
MACKIE'S
'Sow
Mackie Mum
BODY SHOP INC.
Fender Body Work
Painting
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
• 148 S. SECOND ST.
rip.
PHONE 526- 7154 RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
1
-
CAM RANH BAY, Vietnam
— The crew of the Lt.
j Colonel John U. D. Page, 'tie
' largest Army operated WO.
in the world has been award;
ed the Meritorious Unit Corn.
mendation.
Chief Warrant Officer MOM
W. Hord, commander of ,the
Page, accepted the award from
Colonel Robert W. Shidler,
commander of the U.S. Artny
Transportation Com m a mei,
Cam Ranh Bay (Provisional).
The citation praised the
crew's "fortitude, persever-
ance and raw courage in the
face of major obstacles" while
serving along the coast ':-of
South Vietnam from July,
1966 through February, 1967.
From September 1965 to Sep-
tember 1968, the Page carried
almost 120,000 tons of cargo, and
logged more than 40,900 miles
between Can Ranh Bay ports at
Phan Rang, Vung Ro Bay, fsa
Ti.:ng, Tuy Hoa, and Phsn
Thanksgiving Day
Service Planned:
At Ward Chapel
The Co nf erence Branch
Missionary Society of West
Tennessee will give a Thanks-
giving Day service at Ward
Chapel AME Church on Thurs-
day, Nov. 28, at 11 a.m., Ind
the public is inited.
The speaker will be Rev.
William Mitchell, newly ap-
pointed pastor of Saulter s
Chapel AME Church at
Dyersburg, Tenn. He will
speak from the subject, .."O
Give Thanks Unto The Lord'.7,
Music for the program will
be sung by the sanctuary
choir.
•••••
Mrs. T. G. Hooks is presi-
dent of the Society. Rev. Rob-
ert L. McRae is host minister
for the program.
• 
Map Can do Mori Fe. Hemeerwnets
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LEWIS REALTY COMPANY
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Students Are
Married In Rites
At St. John
n the sanctuary of St. oJhn
Baptist Church Deadrick street
is the Orange Mound com-
munity, Miss Gerald Anne
Hill became the bride of Willie
Thomas Dawson, Jr.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Thurs-
ton Hill of 748 Dallas St., and
the groom the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie T. Dawson, Sr.,
of 1521 Livewell Circle.
Officiating at the ceremony
was the Rev. L. D. McGhee,
pastor of the church.
The new Mrs. Dawson is a
graduate of Melrae High
School, class of 1966, and is
presently a junior at Tennes-
see ;A&I State University in
Nashville where she is major-
ing in business education.
The groom is also a student
at Tennessee A&I State Uni-
versity and a senior majoring
in health and physical educa-
tion. He was graduated from
Melrose High School in 1965.
The bride is the maternal
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Cox, Sr., of 2719
Supreme ave and the pa-
ternal granddaughter of Mr.
and ,Mrs. Willie Hill, Sr., of
858 Boston St.
The couple will live in Nash-
ville.
CANCER STUDY _
Teen Smokers
Being Probed
In an unprecendented effort,
the American Cancer Society,
ChiCago Unit, in cooperation
with the Board of Education,
suToeyed 222,560 fourth through
twelfth grade students in an
attettipt to analyze smoking
habits of the young.
The survey the largest of
its kind, was tied to a massive
health e d u cation program
which was offered to 450,000
students in the Chicago Public,
Schools. More than 10,000'
teachers took part in this sur-i
veY"'which was made possible
by the Board of Education's
leadership in recognizing the
urgbbcy of this problem.
"This survey is part of the
nationwide educational pro-
gram of the American Cancer
Society highlighting the dan-
gers af smoking," Harry H.
Kazen, D.D.S. Chairman of
the American Cancer Society
Public Education Committee,
Chicago Unit, stated.
!'civer one :nillion pamphlets
posters, and comic books
wire made available to stu-
dents enrolled in 585 schools.
Appropriate film strips were
giVen to each school and 16mm
films and vallinteer speakers
were used in some instances,"
Kazen continued. "Many
schools initiated supplemen-
tary . projects such as articles
in schools newspapers, poster
projects in art classes, and
bulletin board displays for
maximum impact."
INVITATION roe BIDS
—The Memphis Housing Authority
receive bids for AIR CON-
DI,TIONING OF RECREATION
SAJILDING AT DIXIE HOMES
-PROJECT. TENNESSEE 1-9 lk
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE until 10
Central Standard Time. on
t h., 12th day of Deem bet. 19418,
at 700 Adams Avenue. Memphis.
Teanessee at which time and
place all bids will be publicly
-
Oligned and read aloud.
roposed form. of contract doc-
uments. Including plans and spec-
•Ifleations. are on file it the of. ,
fire of the Memphis Housing Au-
'MATH y. at 700 Adams Avenue. I
Ntrelphis. Tennessee and at the
office of TLM Associates. Inc.. I
Consulting Engineers, Suite 501.
511/3 Park Avenue. Men1P3111.
Tennessee.
...MID. les of the documents may
obtained by qualified contrite- I
tors by qualified contractors by
dettOsit Ina twenty five 251 dot.
tars with the Memphis lioustaa
Authority for each set of doc-
uments so obtained. Such Mina/It
awl; be refunded to each bidder
wins returns the plans. sprcindan
lions and other documents to sone I
.oeralltion within ten 010 dale
after bid opening.
certified check or bank draft.
..31/ofeble to the Memphis Housing
Authority. U. R Government
bonds, or a satisfactory bid bond
executed by the bidder and se -
tirptablr sureties in an amount
equal to five ‘51 peromit of the
hid shall be submitted with each
.,..trbe successful bidder will be
required to furnish and toy for
mitivractory performance and o•e-
'Inent bond or bond'
All bidders shall be !leen sod
',evertors as required tiy Chap-
ter, 1115 of Public Acts of 1943
of the General Amereabte of the
Stale of Tennessee. ..ad IX
"A Mendmenta thereto
Xttention Is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages aa eel forth
in the specifications mug be paid
RR this project and that the ogm-
tfootor must ensure that employees
mad applicant' for employment are
MA discriminated against because
of their race, creed. color or mi-
nimal origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority
Parr.. the right SO raleet a or
gill WM/ Or to Wily. an? tormati -
4148 In the bteeteg.
• No bid shall ers withdraws for
'period of thirty (301 days sub.
"ieguent • to the opening of bids
'ma)out the coermat of the M ern-
:phis Housing Authority.
• o•
•
I
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Siderite ry
Mr. and Mrs. Dawson, Jr.
fashion spocia/ists in SiZePt 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2
look to Spring in this
Dacron double knit costume
textured Dacron polyester double knit
3-plies beautifully suited for tomorrow
and into Spring ... the slim skirt and
brief jacket are complimented by Oa
colortully patterned blouse with its ar-
tist's bow. . . wear it many ways with
comfort and assurance . . . navy with
red and navy blouse.
MAIL ORDERS: add 60s
postage plus 41/296 tax for
Tennessee delivery.
jDOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 527.6436
UNION AVL • 1992 UNION • 2744065
WNITINAVIN • SOIONLAND MALL • 391.0064
STOUT SHOPPE
I ByMon Claire INC.
14 No. Main Court 527-3619
IPECIALSALE"100 0/ HUMAN/0 HAIR
SHORTIE i )95
WIG IL
Hand made wig 38.95
Long Falls 39.95
LARGE WIGLETS $14.95
ALSO SEE OUR SELECTIONS
OF AFRO WIGS $19.95
_a CURLEY STRETCH WIGS—$18.95 
Expert Styling $3.50
goo.
Book Amoritard
•
•
voLuTioN
- YOU CAN
LOWER
YOUR
tOOD COSTS
WITH
Slashed
Prices
plus Top Valve Stamps
Kroger Grade "A"
WHOLE 25
FRYERS
U.S. Choice Tenderay
CHUCK ROAST 49t.lb y
(100 Stamp Coupon)
with this coupon and $5.00
pu-chase, excludtng tobacco
and f-esh o- frozen milk
p•cducts, Good th-u Tues„
Nov, 12. L imit One
EXTRA -I
TOP
VALUE
STAMPS
GRADE A"
LARGE EGGSD.,
with this coupon and 55.00 additional purchose, cu -l's eluding 'tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products
Banquet Frozen
8 oz
POT PIES Ea
Chicken, Turkey, Beef, or - Macaroni & Cheese.
JUICY, SWEET id n
RED GRAPES LE !UV
I
Congratulations
ESTELLA MCKAY
3880 HOLMAN RD.
Just call Mrs Phillips at
743-2630 and we'll send
yi u a Gift Certificate good
for a TENDERAY SIRLOIN
An equal
opportunity
employer
Is
25
SO
SO
Is SO
SO
50
SO
SO
SO
100
SO
loo
25
25
25
L 25
1/4
,
100K FOR THIS
LAM WHEN YOU
BUY BEEF
When you buy Kroger Tenderay brand
Beef, the quality is always guaranteed.
Pt :, sprays or chemicals are ever added
to Tenderay. It is tendered NATURALLY
to taste best.
Congratulations
A:CirrS 2 555 Logeno Si., MemphiseSS 
fe•s. Laverne Brown
Just call Mrs Phillips at 743-2630
and we II send you o Gift Certificate
good for 1,500 lop Value Stamps
TOP VALUE STAMPS
REDEMPTION
CENTERS
ore conveniently located at
1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PI AZA
10 ? M pm.
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
CLOSED MONDAYS
BONUS COUPON
A FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
with I6o: Kroger
non-dairy coffee ores-n,
ka,
EXP.
12'3rn
with 2 Kroger Ice Cream Toppings ri
with Family Pride Cream Rinse.
egg Shcimpoo or Castile Sh.zmarzo._ 51with env 2 olio. Royal —
Viking Spon , sh Pastry T
with ?pkg. Fryers
Breasts or Legs 
 EJ
with 5Ib, bucket
of Ground Beef 152.15
sui* 3lbs. or TO,. Ground Chuck 11=1
with 2 Round. Sirloin or
T -Bone Tenderay Steaks
with 2 Pkg C•nter Cut
or Breakfast Pork Chops
wit'', 2 14oz Fos Delus• Pizzas
w oh 2 lib pkgs.
E".1Kroger slic•d Lunch Meat
WO, 3 pkg seafood
with 1 Jar Miss W•aver's Dr•ssing
with 2 heads irrttuc•
with 394 oar metre Bananas
with lOss or more
shelled Paeans en wolnuts
25 with 4 lb beg Apples
with Christmas
100 Candy purchase of 52.00
S •
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EAST MEMPHIS
NEW FORD CAR & TRUCK NW'S.
NOBODY Walks Away!
NEW CAR TRADE-INS
'61 Mere. $2395
Cougar factory air. V-8.
power steering. Crutse-0-
Matte, whits aide wail
tires. and wheel covers,
17.008 actual miles.
'67 Cher.. $2395
Super sport convertible.
bucket slats, power, fac-
tor, air. automatic, white
side wall tires, and wheel
covers.
'64 FL 500 $1195
Sport coupe. bucket seats.
-,ory air, power V-8.
rxe - - Katie, wheel
k a and white all.
WI tires.
'63 Plym. $5469'
A gorkl one. Ch•ap.
'66 Must. $1445
I doer hardtop. I eyita-
'61 FL 500 S1895
2-door hardtop. au-
tomatic. radio, white side
wall tires and wheel coy-
era.
'65 LTD . . $1595
2 door hardtop. V-8. au-
tomatic, radio. factory
air. vinyl top, white rids
wall tires. and wheel che-
ers.
'64 Olds. . $1295
98 4 door hardtop. fully
loaded with power. air
end all the Goodies,
'66 Merc. $1795
ontr lair 4 door sedan
factory sir. power, auto-
matic whit. side wall
tires and wheel covers.
'66 fill'xie $1695
500 2 dear hardtop. V-8.
Cruise-0 -Mak.. factor,
air, radio, white aide wall
tires and wheel corers
NOBODY Walks Away!
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
Open Rites P.M. 459-1151
Bill for each month of military
service after Jan. 31, 1955. This
Is a change from the present
ratio of one month of entitle-
ment for each month of serv-
ice.
Unchanged, however, is the
New Bill Will Enable I iniiianDoIis Woman Receives KU Award
VA Training For Women
As a result of a bill signed
by President Lyndon B. John-
son in October, windows of
men who have died in military
service and those who are
totally and permanently dis-
abled become eligible for edu-
cation and training benefits'
as of Dec. 1, 1968.
Other provisionss of the new
law:
Increase from 36 to 48
months the aggregate period
for which a veteran may re-
ceive educational assistance
under two or more Federal
veteran benefit programs.
Coney, executive director of
Indianapolis' nationally known
Citizens Forum, Inc., was pre-
sented a special "Women for
Beautification" award here
Nov. 19 by Keep America
Beautiful, Inc.
The award, a piece of color-
ful mounted Libbey art glass
and a library of anti-fitter
films, was presented to Mrs.
Coney at KAB's first "Salute
As a result of the new law, Authorize the 
payment of to Women for Beautification"
lieterans Admmistration these wives and widows - allow- 
luncheon by Mrs. Lyndon B.
be
come eligible for the same i 'nee to veterans in flight
NEW YORK — Mrs. Mattleijohnsen and Reuben L. Perin,`prevention and beautification coordinator for the Bea
chairman of the national anti-
litter organisation's board of
directors.
The Salutc.. luncheon, at
which Mrs. Johnson also was
honored, climaxed the second
day of a two-day meeting
commemorating KAB's 15th
anniversary.
Mr. Perin said Mrs. Coney
was selected for the special
award in recognition of the
"outstanding accomplishments
of the Citizens Forum in litter-
Veteran
sraining °n monthly "end' Karen W i son To RideAdministration edo- lei a quarterly basis.cational assistance now avail-
able to the sons and daughters ,
of veterans who died or arei
permanently and totally dis-
abled as a result of military
service.
This marks the first time in
the history of veterans' bene-
fits in the United States that,
widows and wives will be
authorized a Veterans Admin-
istration educational assistance
allowance.
Payments will range from
$130 a month for full-time fits for nine and six hour Ganterts.
training (up to a maximum schedules. 
474 Stonewall, Genine
Elizabeth Joyner, 1532 Buntyn,
of 36 months) to $95 for three-
quarters time training, and
$60 for half-time training. •
The new law also gives vete-
rans separated from the sere-
one
-half 
months 
of 
education 
At Monumentalice after Jan. 31, 1955, one-and-
and training entitlement ander
the current Post-Korean GI Annual Friends 
Day was obeBowl Game and visit local tour-
served last Sunday, Nov. 23, at 1st attractions, including Disney
the Monumental  Baptist
Church at 704 S. Parkway
East, and special guests at the
afternoon program were mem- nial Tournament of Roses par-
hers of the congregation of iY, via American Airlines jet.
St. Andrew AME Church. Their The group leaves at 10:55 a.m.
maximum of 36 months of en- minister, Rev. Elmer M. Mar- 
on Tuesday, December 31, and
return to Memphis at 12:07 mid-
Under 
tin, delivered the sermon.
night on Thursday, January 2.
another provision of Friends Day is an annual Eleven years old, Terry Gan-
the law that goes into effect program sponsored by the No- test is a sixth (made student at
the first of December, veterans
with 18 mouths af service vember Club of the church, Little Flower School. Her par-
after Jan. 31, 1955, who have 
and Mrs. Birteal Benson is the ents are Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gan
president.
satisfied their military oblige- 
tert
don, will he entitled to 36
months of Veterans Adminis-
tration assistance.
mends Day Held
Rev. Samuel B. Kyles is
pastor of Monumental Baptist
Church.
William Bill Loeb "Sole owner" (Of Loeb Enterprises)
Is Different;
To Customers
CHARLES MONGER Wm BILL LOEB
EMPLOYEES
COMMUNITIES
WLOEB'Sflown MEP 6CHIC'N
Cindy Stacks. 3062 Castleman
and Karen Rose Wilson, 1868
Glenview.
The Maid of Cotton Attendant
will receive an all expense paid
trip to Pasadena where they
will ride the float in the Rose
Bowl Parade, attend the Rose
Land.
They will fly to Los Angeles,
with the Memphis Sesquicenten-
Permit three-quarters and
half-time farm cooperative' re-Sesquicentennial Floattraining with proportionate 
ductions in the Veteran Ad-
ministration allowance paid Four Memphis junior misses Genine Elizabeth Joyner is
such training, currently, a hlVe been hosen to share the eleven. She attends Dunbar Ele-
veteran employed in related spotlight with
 Miss Susan Hold- mentary School, and she is the
agricultural work who is en- er' 
Maid of Cotton, on Memphis daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Park-.
rolled in farm cooperative 
first float in the Tournament of er Joyner.
training must take a mini-'
i Roses Parade. Cindy Stacks attends F ox 1 . I I
Veterans Administration bene. er's attendants vrill be Terry 
orkers At Goodwillmum of 12 clock hours of instie Howard Willey, Memphis Ses- Meadows School. She is nine.'WUltima I agricultural courses el quicentennial president, this ; Her parents are Mr. and Mrs.
week. The new law authorkeeslweek announced that Miss Hold-' Ray Stacks.
A sixth grade student at Ham
at the community level."
The Forum, working through
block clubs — 768 of them
were active in mid 1968 —
conducted massive litter and
trash cleanup campaign in
1966, 1967 and 1968 to remove
debris from the homes, and
yards of Indianapolis.
More than 42,000 tons of
rubbish were collected in 1906,
and in excess of 180,000 tons
in 1967 The 1968 campaign
exceeded all previous achieve-
ments. In Mrs Coney's words,
"continuing interest forced one
postponement after another of
the project's termination date.
eelarating cleanup effort be-
gan in 1968 to approach reali-
ty.',
Mrs. Johnson and Mr. Perin
presented KAI; "Women for
Beautification" awards to six
other women. They were Mrs.
Anna Marie Abbamonte, youth
Bridgeport (Conn.) Co
Mrs. William B. Clark and
Mrs. Carl W Haffearefter,
vice presidents and directen
of CLEAN RI.; Mrs. Parker
C. Kalloch Jr., chairman of
Keep New Mexico Beautiful,
Inc.; Mrs. Valley M. Knudspn,
president of Los Angeles
Beautiful, and Mrs. Houston
McNutt, mayor pro tern of
Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. Johnson also was the
recipient of a special KAB
award "in lasting recognition
of her contributions to a clean-
er and more beautiful Ameri-
ca." Her award was the first
In a continuing series that
will be knowr as the Mrs.
Lyndon B. Johnson Awasd. It
will be given annually to a
woman who has made an out-
standing contribution to the
anti-litter movement.
Mon Elementary School, Karen
Rose Wilson is eleven. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Emogene
W. Wilson and the late Mr. L.
Alex Wilson, long-time editor
of the Tri-State Defender.
PATRONIZE
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Especially Thankful
Thanksgiving is a very spe-
cial holiday to the handicapped
workers of Goodwill Industries.,
Without the assistance of the
folks living in or near Mem-
phis, the "iCty-of-Good-Abode,"I
many of the Goodwill workers
might not need a day of rest
from their labors, for they
would have no jobs. . .they
might not have the traditional
Thanksgiving feast, for they,
would have no salary to spend.'
Your contibutions of usable
clothing and household articles
to Goodwill Industries' handi-,
capped workers have provided
material benefits for these,
men and women. . .such as job
training, rehabilitation pro-
grams, jobs, salies, opeart-
ing expenses and the satisfac-
tion of being a part of the
working community.
The donations of clothing,
toys, shoes, bric-a-brac, elec-
trical appliances and furni-
ture also have given the dis-
abled at Goodwill less tangi-
ble blessings. . .such as self-
respect, dignity, self-support,
independence and a feeling of
usefullness.
During this special season
of T h a nk giving, Goodwill
Industries adds to its list of
blessings YOUR GENEROSITY
and the generosity of every
American to his needy neigh-
bors. To all of you Goodwill
Industries handicapped work-
ers say: "It's "THANKS-FOR-
GIVING' time, and we Umiak
you for giving clothing and
household items which made
work and wages for us". .
Only Ace Appliance Co. Offers You.
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
;ncluding Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25411116 Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Team
.Tins IS ONE MORI RL4SOM WWI EMOIPF MO MORE PEOPLE ENT FROM ACE APPLIANCE'
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Ace Appliance Co.. Exclusive .5 Year Written Guatan es is Dolivarod Whit The
Purchase of Either Frigidaire Washer or Dryer
Why Sacrifice OualifY, When You Can
Get FRIGIDAIRE at These LAyi Prices
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